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ABSTRACT

Work includes: 122 pages of main text, 44 figures, 8 tables, 121 references.

This study is dedicated to one of the many tasks involved in creating IEEE
802.16-2004 networks, namely, the optimal placement of base stations and connec-
tion of customers to them.

The research object is a wireless networks generated by communication op-

erators.

The research subject is the optimal deployment of base stations in the con-

struction of fixed wireless broadband networks.

The purpose of the research is to study the existing and develop new meth-

ods to optimize the placement of base stations in terms of minimizing the objective

function while ensuring the required quality of service characteristics.

To solve the problem of optimal placement of base stations was divided into

four stages: analysis of the topological structure of wireless access networks; con-

sideration of issues related to the quality of service in WIMAX networks; identify-

ing ways of solving the problem of locating base stations in WIMAX networks;

implementation of the algorithm for finding the optimal placement of base stations.

Keywords: WIMAX NETWORKS, WIRELESS NETWORKS, QUALITY
OF SERVICE, QoS, LOCATING OF BASE STATIONS, GENETIC
ALGORITHM, CHROMOSOME, FITNESS FUNCTION, POPULATION,
OPTIMIZATION, SOFTWARE, ALGORITHM.
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6
INTRODUCTION

Currently, information transmission wireless networks are one of the main direc-

tions of development of the telecommunications industry. WiMAX is wireless broad-

band technology supplementing DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) and cable technology

as an alternative solution to the problem of the "last mile" at large distances. Intensive

development of wireless networks poses problems of increasing their productivity,

need to develop algorithms that provide timely and reliable transfer of information,

which will increase bandwidth utilization, reduce response time of the base station to

the subscriber stations requests, provide quality of service (QoS) for different types of

traffic.

Currently, 3G-communication in Ukraine offer mainly CDMA-operators. But

the speed of the Internet hardly makes up to 3 Mbit/s, but in fact on the outskirts of Ki-

ev and beyond - only 1 Mbit/s. In addition, in order to become a client of CDMA-

operator one should fill the contract and buy a modem or gadget from operator (con-

ventional smartphones do not support this standard).

Leading GSM-operators offer for smartphones and tablets only second-

generation Internet 2G, and license for third generation communication (3G) is owned

by only one company "TriMob" with a relatively small coating (only big cities). The

question of licensing the largest national operators remains unresolved.

According to the National Commission for Regulation of Communications and

Information (NCCIR) in the 2013 budget cannot afford to release 3G-frequencies (used

by the military) - we are talking about tens of millions of hryvnia. As one of the solu-

tions in NCCIR changes to the law "On Telecommunications" are considered, provid-

ing the possibility of sharing infrastructure (so that operators could use one switch for

two-three and work in the same frequency range). But for now the prospects for such a

bill are vague.

There is no clarity with the launch of modern 4G network. Licenses for frequen-

cies to deploy LTE network have three companies, none of which is the largest mobile

operator - "MMDS Ukraine", "CNT" (TM Freshtel) and "Intelligent Communications"
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(TM Intellecom). At present they offer 4G Internet by WiMAX standard. Actual speed

of access by this technology is about 6 Mbit/s, and the issue with coating remains unre-

solved (coating is only available in major cities).

Analysis of development trends in telecommunication industry shows that the

4G network will be based on the following technologies: LTE, WiMAX. One of the

possible options of construction is likely to be the coexistence of the above technolo-

gies, depending on the needs of telecom operators. 4G wireless communication net-

works provide a wide range of broadband services: Internet, voice, data, video telepho-

ny, mobile TV, etc.

For Ukraine, the development of wireless broadband access networks based on

4G standards contributes to the realization of such projects of the government, as re-

moval of information inequality between regions and connection of every school to the

Internet.

A characteristic feature of all the standards developed in recent years is an orien-

tation to ensuring the required quality of service. And the standard IEEE 802.16-2004

(standard for wireless networks for the organization of fixed broadband) is no excep-

tion.

This study is dedicated to one of the many tasks involved in creating IEEE

802.16-2004 networks, namely, the optimal placement of base stations and connection

of customers to them. We are talking about minimizing the objective function for solv-

ing the problem of synthesis of the topological structure of the wireless network with

fixed broadband access taking into account compliance with the parameters of users'

quality of service. Solution of such a problem leads to a reduction in operator's capital

expenditures to create a network in conditions of compliance to parameters of quality

of service, which in turn affects the quality of services, and operator's income. Besides,

in the open press there is a lack of published studies on solving the problem of optimal

placement of base stations in IEEE 802.16-2004 networks. In this regard, the subject of

this research dedicated to the problem of base stations' deployment based on optimiza-

tion techniques for fixed wireless access networks is an actual.

The main advantages of WiMAX fixed access networks compared to wireless
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BWA networks of previous generation are:

– high bandwidth due to the high spectral efficiency of WiMAX equipment;

– high communication range due to the high energy parameters of WiMAX

communication channel;

– possibility of stable operation in no direct visibility of NLOS, caused by a sta-

bility of WiMAX OFDM signal to re-reflections of radio waves (fading);

– a large number of simultaneously serviced subscriber stations by using effi-

cient TDMA technology of multiple access;

– ability to work under strong interference (noise) due to the use of adaptive

modulation based on the measurement of CINR link state (ratio of signal to noise + in-

terference) and usage of ARQ mechanisms of packets' retransmission in case of losses;

– provision of differentiated services to network users with quality of service.

Object of study is wireless networks with fixed broadband generated by com-

munication operators.

Subject of study is the optimal deployment of base stations in the construction

of fixed wireless broadband networks.

Objective and research tasks
Aim is to study the existing and develop new methods to optimize the placement

of base stations in terms of minimizing the objective function while ensuring the re-

quired quality of service characteristics.

On the basis of the set purpose in the study the need to solve the following series

of tasks has formed:

 formulate the criteria of optimization problem, taking into account the loss of sig-

nal during propagation;

 development of algorithms for the optimal placement of base stations and connec-

tion of clients to them;

 study the problem of providing QoS in WiMAX networks;

 creation of software solutions for location problems of any dimension and config-

uration; conduct computational experiments based on the created software.
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SECTION 1. SYNTHESIS PROBLEM OF TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURES

WHEN ESTABLISHING WIRELESS ACCESS NETWORKS

1.1. The development of information transmission wireless networks

The evolution of mobile communications has its origin in the second half of the

twentieth century (Fig. 1.1).

Fig. 1.1. The evolution of mobile communication standards

It should be noted that, historically, wireless technology developed in two inde-

pendent directions: telephone system (cellular) and data transmission systems (WiFi,

WiMAX), but recently there has been a tendency to merge these functions [1] (Fig.

1.2).

It is considered that exactly analog systems belong to the first generation of mo-

bile communication systems [2]. They were common in the 1980s and now practically

disappeared in most countries. The most famous of the first generation of standards is

450 MHz NMT system; networks based on its modified versions were used in many

countries [3]. There were also standard AMPS, TACS, NTT, C-450, RTMS, etc [4, 5].

It is natural that the first generation of cellular communications that was using frequen-

cy modulation for voice, frequency manipulation to transmit control signals (alarms)
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and the access method FDMA, could not compete with the second generation of cellu-

lar communications.

Fig. 1.2. Wireless broadband technology

The second generation networks have been already based on digital standard of

mobile communication GSM developed in the ETSI (European Telecommunications

Standards Institute) and appeared in the early 1990s. However, they were intended

primarily for voice and low speed data in the form of SMS [6]. There are also DAMPS,

JDC, CDMA standards [7]. However, 2G systems being the most popular in the 1990s

remain so to this day.

Intermediate important step of evolution from 2G networks to 3G networks was

the introduction of packet data transfer technology GPRS, which allows us to provide

services similar to the services of mobile networks of the third generation and uses the

GSM standard as a base. The technology is based on a data transmission over the net-

work with packet switching in parallel with speech transmission in channel switching

mode and provides data transfer with speed up to 115 Kbit / s. Implementation of
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GPRS subsystem does not require complete modernization of the existing GSM net-

work infrastructure [8]. EDGE technology designed to increase the data transfer rate up

to 384 Kbit / s in GPRS subsystem provides modulation with increased spectral effi-

ciency and adaptation algorithms for communication channels depending on subscrib-

er's requirements and interferences' presence. It uses existing GSM standard protocols

of radio interface and its implementation does not require the creation of new network

elements (it is compatible with GSM / GPRS).

In the second half of the 1990s happened a transition from GSM networks with

EDGE technology to 3G networks. Initially, the ITU (International Telecommunication

Union) proposed to develop a single global standard for the air interface technology of

3G, the project was later renamed to IMT-2000. After harmonization's process comple-

tion five radio interfaces joined radio standards family [9, 10]. System UMTS [11]

(European standard networks 3G) in the course of its development had several releases,

the latest of which include the development of specifications for services' quality man-

agement for high-speed access technology with packet switching in the "up" HSUPA

line and HSDPA "down»" line. It should be noted that with the help of 3G networks

one can transfer large amounts of data at high speeds up to 2048 Kbit / s.

Currently, 3GPP and 3GPP2 organizations develop and test technology of fourth

generation 4G mobile networks.

If we consider the fourth generation of mobile telecommunications, it will be a

long-term evolution of 3G systems. The international telecommunication community

has recognized the need for transition to new 4G networks approving and accepting the

use of the ITU recommendation ITU-RM.1457-7 on October, 2007. It is assumed that

the mobile communication system of the fourth generation will be based on LTE and

WiMAX technologies. Each of them has its own set of advantages and disadvantages,

so the most likely option would be the development of their mutual coexistence de-

pending on the specifics of telecom operators. Another possible contender for the right

to be called 4G technology is UMB technology which is not yet widely spread. Infor-

mation transmission rates supported by 4G networks will enable the implementation of

services such as mobile high-definition TV, video conferencing, and video telephony.
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1.2. Technology and architecture of WiMAX networks

WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) - Telecommunica-

tions technology designed to provide universal wireless communication at large dis-

tances for a wide range of devices (from workstations and laptops to mobile phones).

Based on IEEE 802.16 standard which is also called Wireless MAN. WiMAX name

was created by WiMAX Forum, an organization that was founded in June 2001 with

the aim of promoting and developing WiMAX.

Forum WiMAX (WiMAX - Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access)

is a nonprofit organization for the promotion and certification of broadband wireless

access devices based on an agreed standard IEEE 802.16/ETSI HiperMAN. Collabo-

rates with service providers, equipment manufacturers, test equipment manufacturers,

certification laboratories and suppliers of software and hardware resources to ensure

compliance with customer's expectations and government standards.

1.2.1. General model of broadband access standard IEEE 802.16

Today wireless metropolitan area network are presented by the following stand-

ards:

– IEEE 802.16e-2005, 2009 (WiMAX) (Fig. 1.3);

– ETSI HiperMAN;

– IEEE 802.20 (WBWA).

IEEE 802.16 Working Group was established in 1999. Two years later (Decem-

ber 2001) accepted the first standard for wireless communication networks of city scale

IEEE 802.16. It was originally focused on 10-66 GHz frequency range, which meant a

line of sight between transmitter and receiver, and was a significant disadvantage in an

urban setting. Standard IEEE 802.16a (accepted in January 2003) involved the use of

the frequency range 1-10 GHz and was deprived of the mentioned lack.
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Fig. 1.3. Evolution of IEEE 802.16 standards

In July 2004 IEEE 802.16REVd standard was approved which combined previ-

ous versions of IEEE 802.16.

Designed IEEE standard IEEE 802.16-2004 [12, 13] is a wireless broadband ac-

cess technology of carrier-class designed for implementation in urban distributed (re-

gional) wireless networks (WirelessMAN) [14, 12, 15]. This is its main difference

from IEEE 802.11 standards group oriented work in the unlicensed range. It should be

noted that the European Institute of Telecommunications Standards (ETSI) accepted

continental equivalent of IEEE 802.16 standard [12, 17] referred to as ETSI

HIPERMAN [18]. HIPERMAN is a subset of IEEE 802.16; it stipulates operation in

the range of 2-11 GHz [19] and only in one of the modes - WirelessMAN-OFDM [20].

In a basis of HiperMAN on a physical level standard IEEE 802.16-2004 is laid. Some
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differences were observed at the link (MAC) and network levels. ETSI pays special at-

tention to types of applications and the quality of services.

IEEE 802.16 standard describes the principles of networking on a regional scale

in the range up to 66 GHz [21], more precisely, their physical and MAC layer. Stand-

ard provides five modes for this (Table 1.2). Only one of them, WirelessMAN-SC, [22]

is designed for operation in the 10-66 GHz range [23]. He is focused on mainline net-

works (point-to-point, point-to-multipoint) operating in a direct line of sight [24] with

typical data rate of 120 Mbit / s and channel's width about 25 MHz

Other modes are designed for ranges less than 11 GHz [25, 26]. One of them -

WirelessMAN-SCa [22] - is a variation of WirelessMAN-SC (with some additional

mechanisms). Mode WirelessHUMAN (High-speed Unlicensed Metropolitan Area

Network) [12, 15] is an adaptation of other methods to work in license-free (in the

U.S.) ranges. The remaining two modes - WirelessMAN-OFDM [22] and Wireless-

MAN-OFDMA [22] - are new methods previously included in approved in 2003 IEEE

802.16a standard [19], but have since undergone a number of changes.

All modes below 11 GHz range differ in three different characteristic details:

mechanism of automatic repeat request (ARQ), support for adaptive antenna systems

(AAS) and space-time coding (STC). In addition to a centralized architecture (point-to-

multipoint) OFDM mode supports Mesh-network architecture [24, 27, 28].

Another feature of the standard is its mode of operation in WirelessHUMAN li-

cense-free range. Actually it is the adaptation of the methods described in the frequen-

cy band of the order of 5-6 GHz. Basic differences of WirelessHUMAN is usage of on-

ly temporary duplexing mode, dynamic frequency selection(DFS) and the mechanism

of frequency channels' through numbering.

It's necessary to distinguish between communications standards of IEEE 802.16

series and WiMAX forum (Figure 1.4). Networks built on the basis of these standards,

take an intermediate position between local area networks (IEEE 802.11x) and regional

networks (WAN), where it’s planned to apply the developed standard IEEE 802.20.

Specified standards together with the standard IEEE 802.15 (PAN - Personal Area
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Network) and IEEE 802.17 (MAC layer bridges) form a hierarchy of wireless stand-

ards.

Table 1.1

Main modes in the standard IEEE 802.16-2004

Mode Frequency

range

Options Duplexing method

WirelessMAN-SC 10-66 GHz TDD/FDD

WirelessMAN-SCa < 11 GHz AAS/ARQ/STC/256-QAM TDD/FDD

Continuation of Table 1.1

WirelessMAN-OFDM <11 GHz АА S/ARQ/STC/Mesh TDD/FDD

WirelessMAN-OFDMA <11 GHz AAS/ARQ/STC TDD/FDD

WirelessHUMAN <11 GHz * DFS/AAS/ARQ/Mesh/STC TDD

* Unlicensed range (in the U.S. and Europe).

Fig. 1.4. Standards of IEEE 802.16 and WiMAX Forum
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1.2.2. The structure of the IEEE 802.16 frame

802.16 standard describes two networks topology [29-31]: the topology of

"point-to-multipoint" (PMP) and fully meshed topology (Mesh). A "point" refers to a

base station (BS), a "multipoint" to various subscriber stations (SS) [21]. The direction

of data transmission from SS to BS is called the uplink channel (UL, Uplink). The di-

rection of data transmission from BS to SS is called downlink channel (DL).

Channels may have non-overlapping frequency bands [12, 32]. Herewith data

transfer with the frequency division duplex (FDD) [25]. It is also possible to use one

frequency band for both channels. In this case, the temporal division (TDD, Time Divi-

sion Duplex) of upstream and downstream is performed [33] (Fig. 1.5). During tem-

poral division of channels time ratio of access to frequencies' total band can flexibly

change during process of operation depending on needs of downlink and uplink [34].

During temporary channel duplexing frames are transmitted in the same frequency

range, first downlink (DL), then uplink (UL). During frequency duplex uplink and

downlink subframes are transmitted in their frequency range with certain spacing.

Fig. 1.5. Time division of upstream and downstream

TDD frame has a fixed duration and contains subframes for the directions of UL

Кадр n-1 Кадр n Кадр n+1 Кадр n-2Frame n-1 Frame n Frame n+1 Frame n-2
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(MAC PDU-1)

MAC Msg N
(MAC PDU-N) PAC MAC Msg 1

(MAC PDU-1)

MAC Msg
N (MAC
PDU-N)
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and DL. The boundary between the subframes is determined by the base station and

can vary at each frame [35]. Distribution of frame's space is fully described by DL-

Map and UL-Map. [12] which are located at the beginning of each frame [36]. They

are formed by BS based on the information about packages that are in DL queues and

on the basis of information received from the subscriber stations about their needs for

bandwidth for UL packets.

1.2.3. MAC-level of IEEE 802.16 standard

Tasks of the delivery of data streams between BS and subscriber stations are

solved on a physical level of IEEE 802.16 standard [21]. Functions associated with the

formation of these data structures and control of IEEE 802.16 system's operation are

implemented at the MAC level [12, 37, 38]. IEEE 802.16 standard equipment is in-

tended to form a transport medium for various applications (services), so the first prob-

lem to be solved in the IEEE 802.16 is a mechanism support a variety of top-level ser-

vices. Standard developers sought to create a single MAC level protocol for all applica-

tions regardless of the physical features of the channel. This greatly simplifies the con-

nection of end users' terminals to city's data transfer network: physical transmission

medium in different fragments of WMAN may be different, but the data structure is

one. In one channel may operate (not at the same time) hundreds of different terminals

with even larger number of end-users. These users need a variety of services (applica-

tions): streams of voice and data with time division, IP protocol connections, Packet

Voice over IP (VoIP), etc. [39-41]. Moreover, the quality of services [42-44] of each

individual service should not be changed during operation via IEEE 802.16 networks.

Algorithms and mechanisms for accessing the MAC layer must surely solve all these

problems.

Structurally MAC layer of IEEE 802.16 standard is divided into three sub-levels

(Fig. 1.6): convergence sublayer (CS), common part sublayer (CPS) and privacy sub-

layer (PS). Privacy sublayer implements functions of data encryption and mechanisms

of authentication or prevention of unauthorized access. For this there are two main
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components: a set of cryptographic algorithms and encryption key management proto-

col. The key of each subscriber station (SS) base station (CS) may transmit during the

authorization process using an operation's scheme (client (SS) - server (BS)).

Fig. 1.6. MAC level of in IEEE 802.16 standard

The key point in IEEE 802.16 standard is a concept of service flow and the asso-

ciated with it notions of connection and connection identifier (CID). Because IEEE

802.16 system is just a transport medium, its infrastructure actually forms communica-

tion channels for data flows of different applications of the upper levels (services): vid-

eo transfer, ATM flows, IP flows, transmission of telephone multiplexed packages

such as E1, etc. Each of these applications has its own transfer speed requirements, re-

liability, quality of service [45-48], cryptoprotection and so on. Accordingly, the data

of each application should be passed through the transport environment taking into ac-

count this specific.

Service flow in IEEE 802.16 standard is called a data stream associated with par-

ticular application. In this context, connection — is the establishment of logical con-

nection at MAC layer at the transmitting and the receiving side to transmit the service

flow. Each connection is assigned a 16-bit CID identifier, which is uniquely related to

the type and characteristics of the connection. In particular, in case of request of

providing /changing bandwidth from a SS, base station immediately understands with
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which service flow it has to deal and what transfer conditions are necessary to ensure

to it. Thus, during initialization in a network each SS is assigned three CID for service

messages of three levels. Fundamentally, that one SS can establish a variety of differ-

ent connections to different CID. A typical example, when the connection of a large

office with a telecommunications hub [49] is organized through IEEE 802.16 system.

In this case, one SS in an office can maintain completely different applications: teleph-

ony, television, access to the Internet and distributed corporate network, etc. Each of

these applications makes its requirements for QoS and transmission rate which must be

satisfied. Via CID a base station knows what it deals with and provides the required

resource.

Service flow is characterized by a set of requirements for information transmis-

sion channel: characters delay, delays' fluctuation level (jitter) and guaranteed band-

width. Each service flow in the network is assigned SFID identifier (32-bit) [12], based

on which BS (and in some cases SS as well) determines required parameters of a par-

ticular connection associated with this service flow. For common standardization of

operation in a network the notion of service class is used, it’s a stable set of parameters

for standard applications, e.g., for broadcasting telephone E1 channels. Service flow

parameters can be identified by simply pointing his belonging to a particular service

class.

The entire flow of data in IEEE 802.16 networks is a stream of packets. In the

main MAC sublayer data packets (MAC Protocol Data Unit (MAC PDU), MAC data

block level) are formed [12, 25, 50], which are then transmitted to the physical layer,

encapsulated in physical packets and after this are transmitted over communication

channel. MAC PDU packet (hereinafter PDU) includes a header and a data field (it

may not be), possibly followed by CRC checksum [51, 52] (Fig. 1.7).

Fig. 1.7. IEEE 802.16 MAC level packet

Common MAC-header Data field CRC control sum
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1.2.4. Physical layer of IEEE 802.16 standard

At the physical level, the IEEE 802.16 standard provides three fundamentally

different method of data transmission - the single carrier modulation method (SC, in

the range below 11 GHz - SCa) [52], the method of modulation by orthogonal carriers

OFDM (orthogonal frequency division multiplexing) [53] and the multiplexing method

(multiple access) using orthogonal OFDMA carriers (orthogonal frequency division

multiple access) [54]. Let us note that SCa method differs from SC with higher quality

primarily on the methods of noiseproof coding and modulation (256-QAM quadrature

is allowed) [55, 56].

WirelessMAN-SC method of IEEE 802.16 standard describes the networks'

work in the range of 10-66 GHz with architecture "point-to-multipoint". This bi-

directional system, i.e., downstream and upstream flows is stipulated. Herewith chan-

nel is meant to be wideband (up to 25-28 MHz) and the transmission speed high (for

example, 120 Mbit / s).

Data transmission on a physical level takes place by the continuous sequence of

frames. Each frame has a fixed length - 0.5; 1 and 2 ms, so its information capacity de-

pends on the symbol rate and modulation method. Frame consists of a preamble (syn-

chronization sequence of 32 QPSK symbols length), control section and a sequence of

data packets. The control section may contain DL/UL-MAP maps and descriptors of

downlink/uplink channels. Messages of this section are always transmitted by QPSK.

Table 1.2

Speed of physical data stream depending on the type of modulation and channel width

Channel width,

MHz

Symbol rate,

Mbaud

Speed of physical data stream, Mbit / s

QPSK 16-QAM 64-QAM

20 16 32 64 96

25 20 40 80 120

28 22,4 44,8 89,6 134,4

Duplex mechanism in IEEE 802.16 provides frequency (FDD, frequency divi-
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sion duplex), as well as temporary (TDD, time division duplex) division of upstream

and downstream.

OFDM mode is a modulation method of data stream in one frequency channel

(width of 1.2 MHz or more) with central frequency. The division on channels as in the

case of SC is frequent.

In OFDM mode on the physical level for networks with point-to-multipoint ar-

chitecture frame structure of transmission is fundamentally little different from SC

mode. Just as in the high frequency region, informational exchange occurs through the

sequence of frames. Each frame (Figure 1.8) is divided into two subframes: downlink

(DL , from BS to SS) and uplink (UL, from SS to BS). The division into upstream and

downstream channels is temporary (TDD), as well as frequency (FDD). In the latter

case, DL and UL are transmitted simultaneously in different frequency bands.

Downlink subframe includes a preamble, frame control header (FCH) and se-

quence of data packets. The preamble in downlink is a package of two OFDM symbols

(long preamble), designed for synchronization. The first OFDM-symbol uses carriers

with indexes that are multiples of 4, the second - only even carriers (QPSK modula-

tion).

The preamble is followed by frame control header, one OFDM symbol with

BPSK modulation and standard coding scheme (encoding speed is 1/2). It contains so-

called downlink frame prefix (DLFP) which describes profile and length of the first (or

several first) packet in DL subframe.

The first package includes broadcast messages (intended to all SS), DL-MAP

and UL-MAP packages' location maps, descriptors of DCD/UCD downlink/uplink

channels, other service information. Each packet has its own profile (coding scheme,

modulation, etc.) and is transmitted by means of integer number of OFDM symbols.

The start points and profiles of all packets, in addition to the first, are contained in DL-

MAP.
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Fig. 1.8. OFDM frame structure for temporary duplexing

Downlink subframe contains an interval of concurrency, including periods for

SS initialization (entry to the network), and to request the transmission band. This is

followed by time intervals assigned by the base station for a particular subscriber sta-

tions for transmission. The allocation of these intervals (points of origin) is contained

in UL-MAP message. SS in its time interval begins broadcasting with short preamble

transmission (one OFDM symbol, uses only even carriers). It is followed by the actual

informational packet generated on MAC level.

Duration of OFDM frames may be 2.5; 4; 5; 8; 10; 12,5 and 20 ms. Set by a base

station, the period of frames construction cannot be changed, because in this case all

SS need to resync.

OFDMA mode from the viewpoint of forming modulation symbols is similar to
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OFDM. The difference manifests itself in the principle of channels' separation. One

logical OFDMA channel is formed by a fixed set of carriers, as a rule, distributed over

the whole available frequency band of the physical channel. In its simplified form this

mechanism is optionally used in OFDM.

Frame structure (Figure 1.9) in OFDMA is similar with all reviewed regimes in

persisting the division into uplink and downlink subframes, both time and frequency.

Frame duration can be 2; 2.5; 4; 5; 8; 10; 12,5 and 20 ms. Frame is a sequence of

OFDMA characters. Each OFDMA symbol includes a set of sub-channels. The data

packets may be transmitted simultaneously on different OFDMA subchannels.

To describe the structure of frame used in OFDMA a concept of slot is used.

Slot is a minimal resource for data transmission. Slot occupies one subchannel and one

to three sequential OFDMA symbols. In downlink subframe slot's length equals to one

character in FUSC mode (full usage of the subchannels), two in PUSC mode (partial

usage of subchannels); in uplink sub-frame slot's length is always equal to three

OFDMA symbols.

Subchannel is a set of carrier frequencies (as in OFDM). The distribution of car-

riers on subchannels, as well as the number of carriers per subchannel, depends on the

direction of transmission and carrier distribution method. IEEE 802.16 standard de-

scribes several ways to allocate carriers in downlink and uplink. Fundamentally, they

are divided into FUSC (full use of subchannels) by BS transmitter and PUSC, the us-

age of sub-channel groups (segments), i.e., not all available range. What kinds of sub-

channels are used in PUSC mode is unambiguously determined by the number of seg-

ments.
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Fig. 1.9. OFDMA frame structure
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SECTION 2. QUALITY OF SERVICE IN WIMAX NETWORKS. OBJECTIVE

OF BASE STATIONS DEPLOYMENT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT

ENSURANCE OF QUALITY OF SERVICE

Quality of service (QoS) is related to network's possibility to provide required

level of service for a customer in terms of work over networks with different technolo-

gies. QoS is a set of technologies that allow applications to request and receive a pre-

dictable level of service in terms of throughput, response's delay time spread, as well as

the overall latency of data delivery.

Queuing methods differ [57]. The most common methods include FIFO (first in

- first out), WCQ, WFQ [58] (Weighted Custom Queuing, Weighted Fair Queuing) and

others.

2.1. Mechanisms to ensure quality of service in WiMAX networks for

different types of traffic

QoS ensurance in WiMAX networks (802.16 standard) [59, 60] defines several

principles:

 planning of QoS service flow parameters [61];

 dynamic establishment of service;

 biphasic model of activation.

802.16 protocol's different mechanisms can be used to support QoS. QoS re-

quirements include the following:

 Configuration and registration functions for pre-configuring QoS service

flow parameters and traffic parameters [62] at SS.

 Alarm function to dynamically set QoS service flow and traffic parame-

ters.

 Application of MAC scheduling and QoS parameters of traffic for UL

flows.

 Application of QoS parameters of traffic for DL flows.
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 Grouping of service flow properties to a named service class (Service

Class), so that the top-level objects and external applications (BS and SS)

could request a service flow with desired QoS parameters.

Fundamental mechanism of QoS provision is to bind packets passing through

MAC interface to the service flow by CID [52]. The main goal of QoS lies in transfer

ordering and planning the use of the air interface. Service flows exist in both, forward

and reverse directions and can exist without being activated to transfer traffic. Each

service flow has a 32-bit SFID, approved and activated streams have a 16-bit CID.

Service flow is characterized by a set of QoS parameters [63], such as delay, jit-

ter, bandwidth guaranteed.

Service flow is partially characterized by the following attributes:

1. Service Flow ID (SFID) is an ID that is necessarily assigned to each service

flow.

2. CID: displaying connection in SFID which exists only for approved or active

flows.

3. ProvisionedQoSParamSet: a set of possible parameters set by means outside

the standard, such as network management system.

4. AdmittedQoSParamSet: approved set of parameters for which BS (and possi-

bly SS) reserves resources. Basic resources are: bandwidth, memory, time, etc.

5. ActiveQoSParamSet: a set of active parameters defining the current service.

6. Authorization Module: authorization module is a logical function in BS that

approves or denies changing QoS parameters and classifiers associated with service

flow. It limits the possible values for AdmittedQoSParamSet and ActiveQoSParamSet

parameters.

Relation between sets of parameters is shown in Fig. 2.1. Active parameters set

is always a subset of (requires fewer resources) approved set of parameters, which in

turn is a subset of an authorized shell. During dynamic authorization this shell is de-

termined by authorization module. In case of static authorization shell is defined by a

set of possible parameters.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2.1. An authorized shell model: a) static authorization; b) dynamic authori-

zation.

QoS object model is shown in Fig. 2.2. Service flow is a key concept of MAC

protocol. Service flow is identified by a unique 32-bit SFID identifier. The flow may

be direct or inverse. Approved and active flows are displayed on a 16-bit CID.

Fig. 2.2. The object model of QoS

Service class is an optional object which can be realized on BS. Class is identi-

fied by text name and has a set of QoS parameters. Service flow can refer to the class

name to select QoS parameters. QoS flow set of parameters may be wider than settings
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of the class and may differ from the settings of the class depending on BS authorization

procedure.

Service classes

Classes of service serve the following purposes:

1. Allows an operator to shift the burden of configuring service flows from

initialization server to BS. Operator sets COS name for subscriber stations. Implemen-

tation of name is configured on BS. This allows operator to change service implemen-

tation, without changing anything on SS. For example, a service profile may change

during the day.

2. Allows top level protocols to create service flows by class name.

Any service flow can have its own set of QoS parameters defined by one of the

three ways.

 explicit description of all traffic parameters;

 reference to traffic parameters defined by service class name;

 reference to the name of the service class and modification of individual pa-

rameters;

Service class name "expands" by a set of parameters at a time when BS success-

fully asserts the service thread. Parameters are transmitted from BS side in DSA-REQ,

DSC-REQ, DSA-RSP, DSC-RSP messages. In all cases, BS must include service class

name to a message and a set of service class parameters of the given class. If request

comes from SS side containing additional or modified parameters, the answer must in-

clude these parameters.

If service class name is passed to a request for approval or activation, the re-

turned set of parameters may be different for different invocations. This may happen

due to the change of QoS parameters for a given class on BS. Changing parameters of

class on BS does not affect active service flows.

When SS uses the class name to define a set of approved parameters, the coded

values of (TLV) a set of parameters must be returned to SS in responses to DSA-RSP

or DSC-RSP. Using the class name in subsequent activation can lead to failure, if the

class definition has changed. Therefore, for activation SS must explicitly use the set of
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parameters that was obtained earlier in responses.

Every change to QoS service flow parameters needs to be validated by authori-

zation module. This applies to each DSA-REQ message for creation of a new service

and to each DSC-REQ message for changing service parameters. These changes re-

quire request of control solutions (i.e. installation of AdmittedQoSParamSet) and flow

activation request (i.e. installation ActiveQoSParamSet). Requests for reduction of ap-

proved and activated resources should also be checked by authorization module.

In the case of static authorization model, authorization module stores possible

parameter values for all pending flows. Requests for approval and activation of service

flows must be confirmed, because requests to change a set of possible options should

be rejected, as well as requests to create new dynamic service flows. These rules define

a static system where all possible services are defined in the initial configuration of SS.

With dynamic authorization, the authorization module communicates via a sepa-

rate interface with an independent policy server. This server can report authorization

module required information (valid set of parameters) for a decision on requests for

approval and activation. Required parameters must be a subset of the parameters re-

ceived from the policy server.

Prior to the beginning of connection establishment procedure BS must extract a

set of possible options for SS. BS must be able to use this information to dynamically

authorize streams. It should be a mechanism of cancellation of automatic confirmation

process in BS. For example, this mechanism can:

 reject all requests regardless of how they were configured;

 define an internal table with a wider policy mechanism, but based on a set of

possible parameters;

 to redirect all requests to foreign policy server.

Service stream is encoded either by full definition of parameters' set or by the

name of COS. Name of a class service is a string known to BS and implicitly defining

a set of QoS parameters.

The ability to manage each specific service flow parameter is optional.

Service flow dynamic creation is initiated by BS (mandatory feature) or SS (op-
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tional feature). Creating a service flow on the initiative of SS is shown in Fig. 2.2.

DSA-REQ request from SS contains link to a service flow and a set of QoS parame-

ters. BS responds with DSA-RSP message accepting or rejecting the request. If request

is denied, response may contain the option for which there was a failure. DSA-REQ

from a BS contains SFID for direct or reverse service flow, maybe CID and a set of ac-

tive or approved parameters. SS responds with DSA-RSP message accepting or reject-

ing the request. If request is denied, response may contain the option for which there

was a failure.

Fig. 2.3. Message stream a) initiated by SS; b) initiated by BS

2.1.1. Possible applications of WiMAX

Possible applications of WiMAX networks are shown in Fig. 2.4.

Let us consider in details each presented option.

Coverage of rural areas

Distribution of subscribers in rural areas is characterized by low density and

scattering over a large area. Under such conditions, the traditional approach with cop-

per cables laying involves great time and cost. In these regions the wireless solutions

based on WiMAX allow operators to provide umbrella coverage by planning large cell,

herewith clients use external antennas with line of sight (LOS, line-of-sight) or near

line of sight (NrLOS, near line-of-sight) channels. Since base stations can use micro-

wave channels for transport connections, more rapid and economical deployment is
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provided.

Fig. 2.4. Variety of WiMAX networking solutions

Bandwidth in urban environments

Urban areas are characterized by a high density of users that require more band-

width. Therefore, the problem is to build networks of large bandwidth in a given spec-

trum. The ability of WiMAX to artificially limit range allows reusing frequencies and

thus increasing capacity of the existing network. Subscribers will be able to establish a

connection using internal antennas in non-line of sight. The use of such subscriber sta-

tions allows providing services without going to a place that is an economical solution

for operators.

Transmitting voice over WiMAX network

The most important part of most operators' business is to provide WiMAX ser-

vices of voice transfer. The ability of operator to manage the quality of service

throughout IP network became mandatory. WiMAX technology is well suited for the

transport of VoIP thanks to built-in QoS mechanism which ensures proper prioritiza-
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tion of traffic on the radio interface. On the other hand, base station and subscriber sta-

tion must broadcast different types of Ethernet traffic in different service flows. To

manage QoS in all network elements including users' end equipment mechanisms like

VLAN prioritizing are used.

Alternative connections for mobile networks

Traditionally, mobile network operators can use leased lines or microwave

backhauls to connect their cellular base stations. With the introduction of new genera-

tions of IP BTS, NodeBs and WiFi access points alternative IP based interfaces became

available. Solution proposed by WiMAX is attractive, because it provides the interac-

tion of these nodes, based on packet-switching. Furthermore, traditional TDM-E1 in-

teraction can be provided over a WiMAX network. WiMAX transport connection with

usage of the ability to provide "point to multipoint" service ensures ability to organize

transport connections of multiple nodes through one base station.

Alternative connections for fixed line networks

Operators on fixed line PSTN networks traditionally use for voice services cop-

per lines or microwave backhauls to connect their remote access nodes to local sta-

tions. On stage of transition to NGN networks, operators set new multiservice access

node (MSAN) in order to offer new advanced services based on IP, such as: feature-

rich voice services, high-speed Internet, IPTV, VoD, etc. In this case, WiMAX de-

signed for the efficient transmission of IP/Ethernet is a suitable solution for the organi-

zation of transport connections.

Next generation networks (NGN) is a new concept of network combining voice

functions, quality of service (QoS) and switched networks with the advantages and ef-

ficiency of a packet network. NGN networks mean evolution of existing telecommuni-

cations networks reflecting in merging networks and technologies. This provides a

wide range of services, starting from classic telephony services and ending with vari-

ous data transmission services or a combination thereof.
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2.1.2. WiMAX place in the structure of NGN hierarchy

According to the modern approach, NGN network can be divided into four lay-

ers (Figure 2.5) [64]:

Access layer provides users access to network resources;

Transport layer represents network's main resource that provides information

transfer from user to user;

Control layer is a new switching concept based on the use of computer telepho-

ny technology and Softswitch;

Service layer determines informational composition of network's content. Here

is the payload of a network as services of users' access to information.

From the presented architecture's point of view WiMAX networks refer to ac-

cess layer and provide broadband access to NGN networks for users. Besides WiMAX

technology, the following technologies are also used on access layer: xDSL, FTTx,

PON, Ethernet, VSAT, CATV, PLC, WiFi, etc. Technologies used at the access layer,

are often called "last mile" technologies. At the same time the concept of "broadband

access" is quite blurred and evolves over time. Sure, it can be argued that broadband

access is a subscriber's connection with the exchange rate higher than in ISDN tech-

nology, i.e. above 128 Kbit / s. Thus, NGN access networks develop as technologies

providing high speed data transmission channels.
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Fig. 2.5. Modern architecture of NGN network

2.1.3. Advantages and disadvantages

Considering WiMAX standard regardless of other technologies the following

advantages may be outlined:

 flexibility;

 scalability;

 low cost equipment;

 high capacity and performance;

 advanced capabilities to ensure QoS parameters from "end to end";

 adaptive modulation technology.

WiMAX and WiFi are compared very often, despite the fact that they are very

similar; tasks performed by them are completely different:

 WiMAX is a long-range system, range of cells can reach several tens of kil-

ometers; WiFi is a system of shorter-acting with optimal covering radius of

about 50 meters;
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 WiMAX standard networks typically use licensed frequency spectra (though,

possible to use the unlicensed band), WiFi networks use unlicensed frequen-

cy bands to provide access;

 WiMAX networks guarantee QoS parameters for each connection; WiFi, in

turn, uses the QoS mechanism similar to that used in Ethernet, where packets

are assigned different priority; such an approach does not guarantee the same

QoS for each connection;

 Transmission of information in WiFi networks via an access point is based on

the probabilistic algorithm of competition for the right to transfer the data on

the link layer in the MAC sublayer. Such an approach may lead to a situation

in which the connection to more distant stations will constantly end up in fa-

vor of closer stations. This situation makes it difficult to use services such as

VoIP, which are very dependent on a continuous connection. As for 802.16

networks, MAC sublayer uses a polling-based deterministic algorithm in

them [65]. Any subscriber’s terminal need only to connect to a base station,

then dedicated time slot will be created for it, and other users won’t be able to

influence this connection;

 Unlike WiFi technology, WiMAX standards already assumes implementation

of rather serious security functions based on EAP protocol and AES standard.

If we compare the WiMAX and xDSL, as "last mile" technologies, then Wi-

MAX networks provide much more rapid deployment of broadband access equivalent

to DSL on large areas, which is especially important for places with poor network in-

frastructure, such as new suburban areas, historic districts centers, etc. On the one

hand, the relatively low level of telephone and often poor quality of existing copper

lines, and on the other hand the low population density in large enough areas is a major

constraint in the implementation of the broadband access of DSL type in Ukrainian

communication networks.

Compared with the existing 3G networks WiMAX has three times large spectral

efficiency, the best performance indicators in a loaded network, interference immunity,

the maximum throughput for random parameters and more effective mechanisms for
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quality of service.

Comparing WiMAX to LTE, we can say that WiMAX is more flexible, has easi-

er architecture and fewer protocols. But at the same time to create a WiMAX network

operator needs to build it from scratch. While for the transition to LTE operator only

needs to replace the appropriate equipment.

Despite a number of shortcomings (difficulties in getting frequencies, quite high

prices for subscriber terminals, compatibility issues between certified and non-certified

equipment, the need for creation of networks from scratch), available undeniable ad-

vantages allow us to speak that WiMAX is one of the very promising wireless data

transmission technologies. Currently, fixed WiMAX networks have found their partic-

ular niche among other access technologies and continue to be created both in Ukraine

and abroad.

2.2. The problem of locating base stations

When designing wireless broadband information transmission networks, tele-

communication companies face extensive list of interrelated tasks solving which is a

prerequisite to ensure the full functioning of the constructed network. In this diploma

work, the problem that arises during the preliminary planning of building a network,

namely the problem of optimal placement of base transceiver stations is being solved.

Let us consider the problem of optimal placement of base stations to create fixed

broadband networks of wireless access. Statement of the problem is formulated as fol-

lows. In a given area it is necessary to place a base transceiver stations and connect

subscribers to them in such a way, that the least possible number of base stations were

able to provide the connection for mentioned plurality of subscribers with ensuring

quality of services. In other words, the problem of optimal placement of base stations

and connection of clients to them by the criterion of the minimum cost when there are a

number of limitations is solved. Among the available works on similar problem of base

stations deployment in IEEE 802.16-2004 networks there is [66] monograph. In [66]

authors proposed solution to the problem based on the Davis-Putnam procedure. How-
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ever, the results of computational experiments confirming the possibility and prospects

of application of this procedure have not been provided. Therefore, due to the lack of a

significant number of publications devoted to this problem, and the lack of numerical

experiments results, this work is an actual from the point of view of obtaining optimal

numerical values. However, it has a practical orientation, since it is oriented to reduce

the capital cost of telecom operators when creating IEEE 802.16-2004 networks.

During the analysis phase of traffic distribution density market research is per-

formed, in course of which it's usually possible to identify network's potential future

users, as well as range of services they need. Accordingly, operator becomes aware of

future customers’ location coordinates and approximate bandwidth which satisfies re-

quests.

Then operator determines suitable candidate places for base stations. For Wi-

MAX networks base stations' equipment can be placed either on rooftops or on special

antenna masts equipped with platform on the top. Using the concept of candidate place

for base stations' deployment fully reflects the modern reality, in which service provid-

er is not permitted to install base stations' equipment anywhere he wants. Thus, opera-

tor becomes aware of at least the following parameters:

- the approximate number of users, their type and services they will use, i.e.

it is possible to evaluate the load on the base station;

- the distance from antenna to candidate member.

Let us introduce the corresponding notation and variables:

m - is the number of candidate places for base stations location with known co-

ordinates,
______
1,m M ;

n - number of stations' types,
______
1,n N ;

k - number of clients with specified coordinates,
______
1,k K ;

nb - performance of n-type station, Kbit / s;

nc - cost of n-type station, cond. units;

kb - required bandwidth for the k-th client, Kbit / s;
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The last variable kmnW represents the cost of connecting k -th client to station of

n -th type, provided that it is situated on m -th candidate place. If 2r R (in the case of

client's location outside station's range), the connection is not possible and 03 kmnW .

In accordance with [67] in this work it was decided to use the following ratio to reflect

the quality of the signal depending on the distance from base station: 2
1 2

RR  ( 2R -

base station range).

The division of variable kmnW three components depending on the distance is

caused by the fact that installed subscriber's device type (internal or external) and its

value depends on the distance between client and base station (Fig. 2.6) [68]. BS cov-

erage area depends not only on the BS transmitting power and the subscriber unit, but

also on the type of subscriber's device, as well as the working conditions (type of to-

pography and buildings). Significantly affect the operating range and visibility

conditions.

if the k-th client station is connected to, located at m-th place;

otherwise.

if the station n-type located at m-th place;

otherwise.
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Fig. 2.6. Service areas for different user devices

Further we shall consider following limitations arising from the formulation of

the problem.

1. At each of candidate place no more than one base station should be placed

at each of candidate place:

1
1

 


N

n
mnXm (2.1)

2. Each client must be necessarily connected to only one base station:

1
1

 


M

m
kmYk (2.2)

3. Because each client is connected to only one station, then the condition

(2.1) follows that for a particular client k from all elements kmY only one equals to one.

In turn, from (2.2) follows, that for a certain candidate place m among all elements

mnX no more than one equal to one. Thus, the fact of placing the base station at m -th

candidate place and a connection to it of k -th client is described by:
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It is easy to see that for a particular client k from all products mnkm XY only

single equals to one. Then, assigning to each product of mnkm XY the variable kmnZ ,

we obtain an expression that determines the cost of connecting k -th client for a given

network configuration:
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m

N

n
kmnkmnZWk

1 1
1 (2.4)

4. When connecting each client, between him and service provider a contract

is enclosed in which an important role is played by the section of the appropriate level

of service establishment. If we consider the matter from a client side, then for him set

quality of service will be determined by matching the actual speed of the network con-

nection and speed prescribed in the contract. From the standpoint of telecom operator,

providing certain quality of service, indicators will be determined not only by the lack

of complaints from the client side, but also by the key network performance indicators

(KPI) of cellular network functioning.

802.16 was designed with a view to ensuring the quality of service, so we can

say that the quality of service support in WiMAX is one of the priorities. Fundamental

Is the rejection of the probabilistic algorithm of competition for the right to transmit on

the link layer in the MAC sublayer, and the transition to a deterministic algorithm

"survey on the transmission". Among other QoS mechanisms ARQ should be noted

and QoS ensuring for individual connection. 802.16-2004 standard defines the

following types of services:

 UGS (Unsolicited Grant Service), designed for traffic with constant bit rate;

 rtPS (real-time Polling Service, real-time data transmission services class

with polls for constant bit rate transmission), designed for traffic with varia-

ble bit-rate in real time;
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 nrtPS (поп real-time Polling Service, data services class outside real-time

with poll for transmission), designed to support traffic with variable speed

transmission does not impose strict requirements for QoS parameter values;

 BE (Best Effort), designed to support normal Internet traffic.

Accordingly, in order to take into account the requirement to ensure quality of

service, the following restrictions are imposed:

 
 


N

n

K

k
kmkmnn YbXbm

1 1
, (2.5)

The meaning of (2.5) is that the total traffic of all the clients connected to the

station of n -th type and located on m -th place should not exceed station's productivity

value.

From all aforesaid follows that the solution of the problem boils down to selec-

tion from a plurality of locations of candidates for base stations' placement of a specific

subset that connects all clients with the aggregate cost of the complex should be mini-

mal. Mathematically, the solution of the problem reduces to the calculation of the ob-

jective cost function recorded in the following form:

 
n,m

mnn
n,m,k

kmmnkmn XcYXWФ (2.6)

Further, among the set of possible values of the objective cost function a mini-

mum is found, value of which corresponds to the minimum number of base stations

providing coverage of required territory, i.e.. min . Thus, the problem of degree

work is formulated as an optimization problem of discrete mixed integer programming.

At the objective function boolean variables taking values [0, 1] are present, as well as

real ones; also there's following set of constraints:
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Formulation of base stations deployment modified problem

The formulation presented in [66], needs to be expanded due to its lack of loss

registration of the signal during propagation in the radio channel between receiver an-

tenna device and antenna of a base station. Signal loss in the channel directly affects

the quality of the signal, and thus the quality of services. The presence of wireless

channel requires consideration of parameters such as propagation loss (including shad-

owing), changing multipath delay, damping characteristic, the Doppler effect and in-

tracanal and interchannel interference. In turn, the above signal propagation model pa-

rameters are dependent on the terrain, density of trees, antenna height, wind velocity,

time of year.

This paper proposes to use the channel propagation SUI model [69], which is

well suited for the design, development and testing of fixed wireless access in the

range of 1 to 5 GHz.

SUI model takes into account the propagation losses for three different types of

terrain. Territory with maximum propagation loss is a hilly area with a density of trees

from moderate to severe (category A). Territory with minimal losses during propaga-

tion is mostly flat terrain with a low density of trees (category C). Intermediate variant

of losses conditions during propagation is considered in B category. To determine the

propagation losses PL (in dB) one must use the correction formula (2.8), taking into

account the specific operating frequency, the height of the base station's placement,

subscriber station's antenna placement height , the type of terrain:
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(2.8)

where, 0 100d  m;

 — wave length, m;

 /b ba b h c h     — exponent of propagation losses in dB;

d - the distance from the base station to the subscriber’s one, m;

bh and h — antenna heights of SS and BS, respectively, m;

 — random component of propagation losses in dB;

f - operating frequency in MHz;

, ,a b c - coefficients depending on the terrain category presented in Table. 2.1.

Table 2.1

Coefficients dependence on area category

Coefficients A area category B area category C area category

a 4,6 4 3,6

b 0,0075 0,0065 0,005

c 12,6 17,1 20

Based on the above information a modified formulation of the problem is pro-

posed. In it, in contrast to previous formulation, the model of signal propagation is in

SUI channel.

In this work, a variety of clients are modeled by static test points each of which

corresponds to a subset of clients with similar conditions of signals propagation. Each

test point is associated with the expected number of user requests identified in the pre-

marketing study. Accordingly, areas with high density of test points will correspond to

more traffic consumed.

Thus, the solution is to minimize the following objective function:
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minY
g

XcYXWФ
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km
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mnn
k m n

kmmnkmn    1 (2.9)

where, kmg  10  kmg is a coefficient considering the conditions of signal's propa-

gation in the channel betweenу k -th client and a base station allocated at m -th candi-

date place. In the formulation of a modified problem statement there was a question

about how to account losses during propagation in a radio channel. Herewith, losses

account as direct substitution in (2.9) of the values calculated by the formula (2.8),

would violate the dimension of the target function. For this purpose, a third component

was added in (2.9) that included the coefficient kmg that just ensures signal loss ac-

counting. This coefficient recorded in the denominator of the third component (2.9) en-

sures the correct calculation of the target function with the aim of its minimization. In

addition, one of the main criteria that had to meet the coefficient is saving the formula-

tion of the problem in terms of integer programming. When solving a particular prob-

lem, the calculation of signal loss in radio channels between all candidate places and

SS is held. For the obtained set of propagation losses' values calculated by the formula

(2.8), then the coefficients kmg are defined: kmg coefficient corresponds to the mini-

mum value of propagation losses minPL equal to one; kmg coefficient corresponds to

the highest possible level of propagation losses maxPL which tends to zero. kmg coeffi-

cients are put in one correspondence to the set loss values, taken in such a way that in

case of dividing one by kmg coefficient were obtained integers 1, 2, 3, etc. A sample

calculation of kmg coefficients is presented in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2. Example of calculating the coefficients kmg

PL , dB 10 12,9 18,6 22,3 27,4 30

kmg 1 0,5 0,33333333 0,25 0,2 0,16666666

The first component in the objective function (2.9) determines the cost for a giv-

en client connection with set network configuration and the second component corre-
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sponds to the cost of base stations located on candidate areas, the third component ac-

counts losses in a radio channel during signals propagation.

Some domestic scientists recommend also for propagation losses determination

to consider signal's fluctuations relative to the average level (slow fading), as well as

signal's fluctuations relative to the level of the signal subjected to slow fading (fast fad-

ing). Furthermore, required is an additional reserve power level at the input of SS re-

ceiving antenna that is determined by standard deviation of the signal in place ( dy ,dB)

and by time ( ty ,dB), which directly affects connection reliability coefficient  трkS .

However, in this paper, these propagation losses characteristics, despite their im-

portance, are not included since the coefficient kmg is used during set problem's solu-

tion; it is calculated on the basis of (2.8).
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SECTION 3. MEANS FOR SOLVING PROBLEMS OF PLACEMENT

3.1. Analysis of ways to solve placing problems

Problem of base stations' optimal placement discussed in the first chapter is clas-

sified as tasks under the general title "The problem of locating service devices" (Fig.

3.1).

Fig. 3.1. Classification of location problems

This category can be divided into two classes: problems of locating in the pres-

ence of capacity limitations or, in other words, productivity, the amount of resources

available to a service device (CFLP) and problems of locating service devices without

restrictions on the capacity of service devices (UFLP). In UFLP problem it is assumed

that each service unit has unlimited capacity (productivity, resources). Класс задач

CFLP может быть, в свою очередь разделен на два подкласса: с одним

источником Class of CFLP tasks may be, in turn divided into two subclasses: with a

The problems of locating ser-

vice devices

Location problems in the

presence of source capacity

limitations (CFLP)

Location problems without
constraints on source ca-

pacity (UFLP)

Location problems
with a single source of

service (SSCFLP)

Location problem with a
variety of service sources

(MSCFLP)
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single source of service (SSCFLP) or with a plurality of sources (MSCFLP). In the

first of these problems, the request from each client is satisfied with only one unit of

service. Accordingly, in MSCFLP problem customer demand for the service is met by

one and/or more units of service. Both tasks of CFLP class are NP-hard.

Nevertheless, the problem of SSCFLP subclass is more complicated in finding

an optimal solution than MSCFLP in case of the same structure problem.

Since in Section 2.2 was introduced the restriction (2.2), the task of this diploma

research refers to SSCFLP subclass and is NP-hard [70]. Let us consider the problem

of SSCFLP which is a combinatorial optimization problem and is widely used in many

fields, such as systems of planning and production distribution, the development of tel-

ecommunication networks, etc. In general, the goal of the task is to place a certain

amount of service devices that serve a lot of clients at the lowest cost of total expenses.

SSCFLP generalized problem is usually written as a mixed integer programming prob-

lem in the following form:

,yfxcminZ
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where }n,...,1{I  is many candidate places for placement of service devices;

}m,...,1{J  is a subset of clients;
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ijс - service cost of j -th client connected to i -th source;

if - fixed cost of opening service device on i -th candidate place;

jw - request value from each j-th client;

is - number of resources of service device hosted on i-th candidate place.

One of the first attempts to solve this problem optimally is described in [71] au-

thors proposed a scheme for branches and borders based on the formulation of

SSCFLP task, as a partition problem. In this method, was used the procedure of the

linear relaxation at each node of the tree traversal to obtain optimal solutions borders.

Nevertheless, the use of accurate methods for solving SSCFLP problem is limited by

asks of small and medium dimension.

[72] work was based on a heuristic algorithm using Lagrangian for the optimal

placement of factories. Authors divided limitations responsible for the appointment of

customers to one or another factory into two parts. Also, they used a two-phase heuris-

tic for finding allowed (acceptable) solutions: the first phase selects a set of open facto-

ries; in the second phase the generalized problem of assigning clients to attach clients

to this set of open factories is solved. It should be noted that under the allowed (valid)

solution is understood such a solution of the problem of locating service devices in

which it is ensured that all constraints present in the problem are met.

[73] describes a heuristic method of Lagrange, based on the refusal to consider

the limitations responsible for service devices capacity. Thus, a set of Lagrange sub-

tasks is placed on service devices capacity with no restrictions. These subproblems are

solved almost optimally using heuristics, consisting of two parts, and proposed in [74].

The initial decision provided heuristics responsible for adding new service devices.

The final solution is obtained at the end of the algorithm when applying corrective heu-

ristics used to reduce the cost of the solution obtained in the initial phase of calcula-

tions.

The method described in [75] is somewhat different from the above methods of
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solution. In it the author divided Lagrange subtask into n "backpack" tasks, respective-

ly, one task for each device of service, and from these combined solutions received

evaluation of a lower bound for the problem with a variety of service devices involved.

This set of service devices is further used for formulation of transportation problem

with a single source, whose optimal solution obtained by branch and bound method

provides an acceptable solution and an upper bound of the original problem.

Such an approach based on the rejection of constraints responsible for client

connection only to one service device and the solution of "backpack" problem pro-

posed in [76]. In accordance with a comprehensive study conducted in [77], the meth-

od discussed in [76] provides the best acceptable solutions among the above approach-

es.

In work [77], the author also proposed another Lagrange heuristic, based on can-

cellation of the restrictions responsible for the appointment of only one service device

to customer and the restrictions on the amount of this device's resources. The merit of

this approach is its robustness as it provides high quality solutions to a wide range of

different placement tasks.

In recent years in order to solve SSCFLPproblem were used such methods as ta-

boo search, simulated annealing, genetic algorithms [78]. In addition, some research-

ers, thanks to the development of computer technology, and, respectively, and the abil-

ity to solve large-scale problems, began to use the branch and bound method in con-

junction with various methods, for example, such as cutting plane method.

Thus, based on the analysis of works devoted to solving problems of service de-

vices' location, it became possible to identify the following patterns:

1. Most of the works is based on the method of Lagrangian relaxations. La-

grangian relaxations are obtained by moving to the dual problem relatively to the orig-

inal set of additional restrictions. Mostly, relaxation applies to the constraints (3.2) and

(3.3). Under relaxation a procedure is understood in which the relaxation of restrictions

to the original problem happens, i.e., replace of the minimization task if performed by

set of solutions to the minimization task for some broader set [79]. The resulting prob-

lem is easily solved, as a rule, based on the methods of subgradient optimization, and
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its optimal solution gives a lower estimate for the objective function of the original

problem. These iterative procedures generate a sequence of vectors which starting from

some initial value change according to some rule [80].

If the integrality gap is zero, then this approach makes it possible to find the op-

timal solution and prove its optimality. Otherwise, when the resulting lower estimate is

not accurate, it can be used in the method of branch and bound and / or serve as an ini-

tial approximation for the heuristic methods.

2. Practically all researchers in their attempts to solve the problem of locat-

ing service devices use different heuristic methods, which is quite reasonable. As was

mentioned above, class CFLP problems are NP-hard. At the present stage of optimiza-

tion techniques development algorithms that provide accurate solution of such prob-

lems in polynomial time are not known. Nor it's proved that they basically do not exist

[81]. The methods used to solve NP class problems can be divided into two general

categories. The first category includes approaches that attempt to minimize the amount

of brute force, although the inevitability operation exponential time is recognized. The

most widely used methods of reducing the iteration include pruning techniques, branch

and bound methods, "implicit" iteration methods [82] and the method of Lagrange [83,

84]. The second category includes approaches based on the technique which can be

called "decrease in requirements". It consists in rejecting the search for an optimal (ac-

curate) solution in exponential time and instead offers finding suboptimal (close to ac-

curate) solution within a reasonable time. Algorithms that use this technique are com-

monly called heuristics, because they use different rational considerations without

strict justifications.

Based on the foregoing, the following decision was taken. Since the task of de-

gree research has an explicit practical orientation and its solution is desirable to pro-

vide in real time, the rational way to solve it is to use a heuristic optimization tech-

niques. Therefore, the software presented in Section 4 solves the problem with im-

proved genetic algorithm. This algorithm provides the optimal solution in real time.
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3.2. Exhaustive search method

Despite the fact that the exhaustive search method has the highest computational

complexity (exponential) and is inapplicable to solving the problem, it is expedient to

use for several reasons. First, based on the usage of exhaustive search, one can visual-

ize the process of solving the problem. Second, exhaustive search method provides ex-

act solution, so on the basis of these solutions one can check the results during devel-

opment of new algorithms, but, unfortunately, only for problems of very small dimen-

sion. That is, if developed algorithm provides solutions for small dimension tasks that

match the accuracy of the responses received by exhaustive search, we can talk about

the correctness of the proposed algorithm. It should be noted that when using exhaus-

tive search the total number of solutions which algorithm processes equals to km .

Let us consider a simple example to illustrate the problem of base stations' opti-

mal placement. Connection cost characteristics of clients and their requests for band-

width are shown in Table. 3.1. Table. 3.2 presents data on the base stations.

To calculate the losses in the propagation of signals we use the formula (2.8) as

the initial data we take the following values:

area type —C category; bh =50 m (for all BS); h = 8 m (for all SS);  = 10 dB;

f = 2500 MHz.

Appropriate distances between base and subscriber stations are: 11d =5 км,

12d =8,6 км, 13d =11,4 km, 21d =13,04 km, 22d =12,5 km, 23d = 10,8 km. The results of

the propagation loss calculation and corresponding coefficients kmg are summarized

in Table. 3.3.
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Table 3.1.

Initial data for client's connection

Client #
Width of the

channel, Kbit / s

Connection cost under

21 RrR  , cond. u

Connection cost un-

der 1Rr  , cond. u

1 512 6900 3450

2 1024 6900 3450

3 2048 6900 3450

Table 3.2.

Parameters of base stations

Base station # Productivity, Kbit/s Cost, conv. u Range 2R , km

1 8192 900 20

2 8192 900 20

Table 3.3.

The results of PL and kmg calculations

Distance 11d = 5 12d = 8,6 23d =10,8 13d =11,4 22d =12,5 21d =13,04

PL , dB 142,65 151,49 155,19 156,08 157,58 158,26

kmg 1 0,5 0,3333 0,25 0,2 0,1666

Thus, two candidate places and three clients are placed respectively in scheme,

the total number of solutions' variants equals to: 82m 3k  .

Let us calculate the total cost of the complex at all possible placement options

based on the formula (2.9). Numbers in rectangles correspond to serial numbers of base

stations; numbers without rectangles correspond to serial numbers of clients. In paren-

theses are the values of the objective function calculated by formula (2.6). It must be

emphasized that all the raw data used in the calculations below, is conditional, which

has no binding to a specific service provider or equipment manufacturer, and is intend-

ed only to illustrate the description of the process of solving the problem. In the pro-
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cess of the solution it is determined, at what candidate places base stations would be

installed, and at which they wouldn't be. Thus, the minimization of objective cost func-

tion happens.

11 12 13

21 22 23

11 12 23

11

1 1 11. 1 1 2 3 900000 3450 3450 6900 1 2 4 913807

1 1 12. 2 1 2 3 900000 6900 6900 6900 6 5 3 920714

1 1 13. 1 1 2 2 3 900000 3450 3450 1 2 900000

6900 3 1813806
14. 1 1 3

g g g

g g g

g g g

g

             

             

             

 

   
13 22

11 21 22

12 21 22

1 12 2 900000 3450 6900 1 4 900000

6900 5 1817260
1 1 15. 1 1 2 1 3 900000 3450 1 900000 6900 6900

5 4 1817259
1 1 16. 1 2 2 1 3 900000 3450 2 900000 6900 6900

6 3 1817250

7. 1

g g

g g g

g g g

         

  

             

  

             

  

13 21 22

12 13 21

1 1 13 2 1 2 900000 6900 4 900000 6900 6900

6 5 1820715
1 1 18. 1 2 3 2 1 900000 3450 6900 2 4 900000

6900 6 1827262

g g g

g g g

             

  

              

  

Thus, the calculation shows that the lowest cost of the complex will be in case if

a base station would be installed on candidate place #1 and all three clients would be

connected to it (iteration #1). Herewith, all constraints of the problem are fulfilled:

1. Only one base station is installed to candidate place.

2. Each client is connected to only one base station.

3. Total traffic consumed by all clients is:

512+1024+2048=3584 Kbit/s. Comparing the data on customers' total traffic with sta-

tion's productivity (see Table. 3.2) shows that 3584 Kbit / s <8192 Kbit / s. I.e. traffic

that is used by all clients connected to the station, does not exceed station's perfor-

mance.
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Also it can be seen from presented calculations that the usage of formula (2.9)

improves quality of the obtained results. For example, in case of using formula (2.6)

solutions absolutely identical by cost are obtained, they are equal to 1817250 conv. u

in brute force results number 4, 5, 6, 8, and it is difficult to give preference to one of

them in case of failure to implement the best option number 1. At the same time, the

use of formula (2.9) allows differentiation of these options depending on the loss of

signals in the radio channels. In this case, it can be concluded that, for example, the op-

tion number 5 is better in terms of signal propagation losses than option number 8.

Thus it is seen that the modified formulation of the investigated problem allows getting

more quality and accurate solutions.

It should be noted that while using this existing software developed on the basis

of exhaustive search all the values corresponding to the values of propagation losses

participate only in internal calculations. When outputting the final value of minimal

objective function, these values are subtracted from the objective function, and total

cost of the complex which includes only BS and SS costs is displayed on a screen. Re-

spectively, for the considered example the result of the objective function which will

be displayed on a screen is equal to 913 800 conv. units.

Advantages of exhaustive search:

1. Provides the optimal solution in terms of minimizing objective cost func-

tion.

2. Is ideal to illustrate the process of finding a solution. However, the pres-

ence of a significant disadvantage in the exponential time dependence on the amount of

input data does not allow to apply this method to solve the problem posed in diploma

work in case of dimension increase.

In the above simple example was shown the essence of the problem of base sta-

tions' optimal placement and connection of customers to them during creation of wire-

less broadband access networks. In addition, it was clearly demonstrated that the solu-

tion of this problem really allows minimizing total operator's costs.
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3.3. Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithms have appeared in the writings of John Holland [85] in the late

sixties - early seventies of the 20th century, and then these ideas were continued by his

colleagues.

Genetic algorithms are search procedures, based on the mechanisms of natural

selection and inheritance. They use evolutionary principle of survival of the fittest. Un-

like traditional methods of optimization, genetic algorithms differ in several important

aspects [86]:

1. They process not the actual values of task's input parameters but their en-

coded form.

2. The procedure of finding solutions is carried out not only from one point

but from some of its population.

3. Only solvable problem's objective function is used to find a solution, not

its derivatives or other additional information.

4. All operations performed in the course of algorithms work use probabilis-

tic rather than deterministic selection rules.

In this work, in the description of genetic algorithms, following definitions taken

from Genetics are used:

Gene - chromosome atomic element (part of the encoded solution), receiving,

for example, during binary coding a value of 0 or 1.

Chromosome is an element of population, representing an ordered sequence of

genes.

Locus is gene's position in a chromosome indicates gene's location in a chromo-

some.

Species are included in population and presented by chromosomes with encod-

ed sets of task’s parameters in them, i.e. solutions which are otherwise called the points

in the search space.

Population is a finite set of species.

Generation is another population, obtained in the process of genetic algorithm;
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to the newly created population of individuals the term "new generation" or "genera-

tion descendants" is applied.

Fitness function is objective evaluation function used to determine the quality

level of each chromosome in the population; is used to compare alternative solutions

among themselves.

Genetic operator is construction representing means of displaying one set on

another.

The above four properties of genetic algorithms result in their stability, as well

as to the superiority over other widely used technologies. This superiority is manifested

in the use of genetic algorithms to solve a long list of problems: from the traveling

salesman problem [87], solutions for extreme multicriteria problems [88], and to the

synthesis of printed antennas [89, 90]. The results of numerous experiments evidence

advantage in obtaining good quality solutions in less time [91]. In our country genetic

algorithms are widely used as well and are of interest among researchers as evidenced

by separate publications in periodical journals [92, 93], a variety of monographs [94 -

96], and defended dissertations [97 - 100].

Given the obvious advantages of genetic algorithms, it was decided to use them

for set objective of this study. During developing the algorithm for base stations

placement standard genetic algorithm was taken as basis, as well as recommendations

[101 - 104].

The algorithm consists of the following steps (Fig. 3.2):
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Fig. 3.2. Structural diagram of the genetic algorithm of base stations placement

1. Initialization - the formation of the initial population of chromosomes.

2. Evaluation of chromosomes' fitness in the population.

3. Checking the stop condition of the algorithm, if it is true then go to step 7,

if it is not satisfied, go to step 4.

4. Chromosomes selection.

5. Application of genetic operators.

6. Formation of a new population.

7. Choosing the "best" chromosome.

Let us consider in detail each of these stages. The first step in developing a ge-

netic algorithm for the problem of base stations placement is to define a suitable repre-

sentation of chromosomes. . For the problem of SSCLP class normal binary representa-

tion of  0,1 plurality is inconvenient, as required binary strings of m k length, and at

the same time, a mapping of input data does not guarantee that constraints (2.2) and

(2.5) would be satisfied. Therefore, a special representation is used in which each
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chromosome is a k-dimensional vector on the set of integers 1,m : integer value of k -

th position indicates a base station placed on the m -th candidate place, to which k -th

client is connected. E.g., for the example given in section 2.2 chromosome, written in

the form 1,2,1 means that customers with numbers 1 and 3 are connected to the base

station situated at candidate place number 1, and the client number 2 is connected to

the base station situated at candidate place number 2. However, if you are using con-

ventional genetic operators, this representation does not guarantee that performance

constraints (2.5) would be satisfied. This problem can be solved either by using special

operators or by methods of invalid decisions corrections.

Further, initial population of species is formed consisting in a random selection

of a predetermined number of chromosomes. Size of the population will be denoted by

popN , herewith population is a finite set.

Number of species in the population remains constant throughout the study of

the genetic algorithm. The algorithm uses the principle of formation of the initial popu-

lation called "shotgun", this principle implies a method of forming a random chromo-

somes from the entire region of the solutions from the base stations placement.

At the second stage of the algorithm fitness function is evaluated for each chro-

mosome of the initial population. In this task, the lower the value of the fitness func-

tion, the higher the "quality" of the chromosome. Herewith, fitness function always

takes non-negative values.

At the third stage, algorithm's termination condition is checked. The algorithm

uses the method of completion, in which the stop occurs only upon the occurrence of

the following condition:

(3.6)

where is the number of current generation;

maxGN is the maximum number of generations given at the beginning of the algo-
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rithm.

The algorithm stops searching minimum value of the objective function only af-

ter the number of current generation of species created in the course of the algorithm's

operation will be equal to the maximum number of generations specified in the begin-

ning of the algorithm. Thus, the convergence of the algorithm and output of a specific

result after reaching the given number of generations is guaranteed.

Selection of chromosomes produced in the fourth step consists in selecting (by

the calculated values of the fitness function on the second stage) chromosomes, which

will participate in the creation of the next population, i.e. new generation. Such a

choice is made on the basis of the principle of natural selection, according to which the

greatest chance to participate in the creation of new individuals have chromosomes

with the lowest values of the fitness function. The algorithm has the ability to config-

ure parN parameter, i.e. based on the value of parN specified in the beginning of the

algorithm a certain number of chromosomes is selected that are allowed to create the

next generation's species. If parN = popN , then all the individuals in the population are

allowed to create descendants. If parN < popN , that, respectively, not all individuals in

the population are allowed to participate in the creation of descendants for the next

generation. For selection of chromosomes used a selection method having much in

common with the tournament method. In this case, half of the parental chromosomes

are selected based on tournament selection in which the individuals of the population

are randomly divided into 2 subgroups numbering two chromosomes in each. Then, a

selection of the best individual that has the lowest fitness function is held in each of the

subgroups. It should be noted that the chromosomes involved in the tournament are

chosen from among the best individuals ranked by the extent of deterioration of the fit-

ness function. The remaining half of the parental chromosomes is randomly selected

from the chromosomes not involved in the tournament. This strategy gives the ability

to create descendants for the worst individuals as well improve the genetic diversity of

the population, which increases the rate of convergence in the early iterations of the al-

gorithm and allow in some cases to go out of local optimums.
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As a result of the selection process parent population pool
parN also known as the

parent pool is created.

At the fifth stage to the chromosomes, selected through breeding, genetic opera-

tors are applied. This leads to the formation of a new descendants' population created

in the previous algorithm iteration of the parent population. The algorithm uses two

genetic operators: first crossover operator then mutation operator.

The mutation operator is of secondary importance, his probability mutp is usual-

ly set very low, it follows from the analogy with the world of living organisms, where

mutations occur infrequently. The mutation operator is applied to individual genes in

the chromosomes. As part of base stations' optimal placement problem mutation is in-

terpreted as a modification of assignments for clients, i.e. if before the application of

mutation operator client has been connected to a base station located at candidate place

then after mutation client is connected to another base station under the condition of

falling within its radius of action and meeting its limitations (2.5). This ensures that the

admissibility of the resulting solutions. Chromosomes mutation is performed on de-

scendants' population formed as a result of cross-breeding procedures. The probability

of mutation mutp is modeled by a random choice of the number of interval  0,1 for

each gene and selection of those genes for this procedure, for which played out number

is less than or equal to the value mutp . In this case the value of mutp itself is set in be-

ginning of the algorithm, and it is possible to set this parameter when performing vari-

ous experiments.

Crossover operator plays a crucial role in creating a new generation and is used

at each algorithm’s iteration. For the cross-breeding procedure from the parental pool

formed on the fourth steps two parental chromosomes are randomly selected, on which

are then descendants formed. Then, to the selected parent pairs crossover operator is

applied.

Crossover operator used in the algorithm can be described as follows:

Crossover operator:

1. Initialize chromosome of Sun descendant, herewith:
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2. Select one of the parental chromosomes: 1Father or 2Father .

3. Choose a random number  1,k  .

4. Set  1Father  .

5. For each k Sun under condition that   0Sun k  execute:

If k -th client may be connected to the station  without disrupting the perfor-

mance limits and providing location in its radius of action, then:

Execute  Sun k  and upgrade station's capacity  .

Otherwise, if k -th client cannot be connected to the station  due to violation of

constraints (2.5) and / or providing being not in its radius of action, then:

Set  2Father  and execute  Sun k  .

6. Swap roles 1Father and 2Father , repeat steps 3, 4, 5.

The proposed crossover operator ensures creation of only approved solutions,

while its work meets the fundamental theorem of genetic algorithms, schemes (tem-

plates) theorem. В This theorem states that in order to achieve results with good quality

it is necessary to pass chromosomes containing genes' certain values on the certain lo-

cuses from generation to generation.

On the sixth step of the algorithm, a new population is formed, in other words, a

next generation of species. This occurs as follows: chromosomes obtained by applying

genetic operators to parent pool’s chromosomes are included in new generation. Let us

assume that in the initial settings of the algorithm 100Npop  and 40Npar  is set,

i.e. crossover operator can be applied only to 40 species of 100 in a population. From

selected 40 individuals 20 pairs of parents are formed, each pair produces two off-

springs. Thus, 20 pairs of parents will produce 40 new species. These 40 new individu-

als are included in next generation, and thereto 60 individuals are added from the pre-

vious generation, since the value of popN parameter must remain constant throughout

algorithm operation. Individuals from the previous generation are selected randomly,
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and this won't be necessarily chromosomes with the best fitness function values. This

principle in which a new generation of chromosomes is formed with different values of

the fitness function also supports a variety of genetic material and prevents a situation

in which the algorithm prematurely converges to not very optimal solution. In case

when poppar NN  , all previous population of chromosomes is replaced with the new

offsprings' population having the same numbering.

Algorithm proceeds to the seventh step in case of positive fulfillment of comple-

tion's condition, i.e. when the condition written in the form (3.6) is met. In this case,

the best chromosome is determined (it has the lowest value of the fitness function of all

the chromosomes that make up the last generation) and the result of work is displayed.

In conclusion, it is worth noting that the presented genetic algorithm is not ex-

clusively stochastic. He is an example of a search procedure that uses randomness as a

means of conducting research on the parameter space [105]. As will be shown further

on a concrete example, the use of randomness element does not deny the search direc-

tion towards reduction of the objective function.

To illustrate the operation of the genetic algorithm, here is a description of the

process of constructing a solution for the circuit shown in Fig. 2.2. Initial data for cli-

ents, candidate places and propagation losses are similar to those contained in Tables

2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. Genetic algorithm settings are following:

10N,05,0p,4N,6N maxGmutparpop  .

Before describing the performance of genetic algorithm we introduce the defini-

tion of the term "genetic algorithm iteration" as used in this paper. One iteration of the

genetic algorithm is a set of sequential steps during which the chromosomes of the

previous generation are replaced by a new generation, the fitness function values are

computed for the new generation species, and algorithm's stop condition is checked.

The first iteration of the algorithm.

Step 1. Let us form the initial population of chromosomes. Let it has the follow-

ing form: {1,1,2},{1,2,2},{2,2,1},{2,1,2},{1,2,1},{2,1,1}.

Step 2. Calculate the fitness function for each of the chromosomes considering
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propagation losses coefficients kmg .

{1,1,2} =1813806 conv. u {2,1,2} = 1817261 conv. u

{1,2,2} = 1817259 conv. u {2,1,1} =1817262 conv. u

{1,2,1} =1817260 conv. u {2,2,1} =1820715 conv. u

Obvious that in case of using (2.6) formula, fitness function values for chromo-

somes {1,2,2}, {1,2,1}, {2,1,2}, {2,1,1} would be the same (1817250 conv. u), and

procedure of ordering chromosomes from the best to the worst values required in Step

4 of the algorithm would be hampered. The use of formula (2.9), taking into account

the propagation losses, avoids such a situation.

Step 3. Check completion condition.

Since the initial population has a sequence number zero, respectively

maxG.текG NN  and go to step 4.

Step 4. We produce a selection of chromosomes. First we select the chromo-

some that will participate in the tournament preliminarily sorting them by the value of

the fitness function from the best value to the worst. Respectively for the tournament

you need to select four best chromosomes, the amount of which after the tournament

will be reduced to two: one half of the required total pool
parN . These chromosomes will

be: {1,1,2}, {1,2,2}, {1,2,1}, {2,1,2}. Further divide these chromosomes randomly into

2 subgroups with two chromosomes in each:

1. The first subgroup {1,1,2} and {1,2,2}.

2. The second subgroup {1,2,1} and {2,1,2}.

Accordingly, after the tournament chromosomes {1,1,2} and {1,2,1} remained.

Two missing chromosomes are selected randomly among species that weren't taking

part in the tournament. Then these species would be {2,2,1} and {2,1,1}. Thus, the

parent pool has the following form: pool
parN =        1,1,2 ,  1,2,1 ,   2,2,1 ,   2,1,1pool
parN  .

Step 5. Before applying the genetic operators one must first form parental pairs.

Because specific pairs are selected from parental pool randomly, then let them be com-

bined as follows:
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1. The first pair of parents {1,1,2} and {2,1,1}.

2. The second pair of parents {1,2,1} and {2,2,1}.

We apply to the generated parent couples firstly crossover operator and then mu-

tation operator.

Let us consider the option to create descendants using crossover operator based

on the first pair of parents {1,1,2} and {2,1,1}.

1. Descendant has the form:  0,1,0Sun  .

2. Select the parent chromosome  1: 1,1,2Father .

3. Choose a random number  1,k  , let 2  .

4. Set  1 2Father   , i.e. 1  .

5. For  : 0k Sun Sun k   execute:

 1 1Sun k   ,  3 1Sun k   , such a connection is possible since it does not vi-

olate the capacity limitations of the station situated on the candidate place number 1,

and these clients are within station's range.

Thus, the first descendant chromosome has the form: {1,1,1}.

6. Swap parental chromosomes 1Father and 2Father , apply to chromosome

2Father algorithm steps 3, 4 and 5 and obtain the second descendant chromosome:

{2,1,2}.

Let us consider the option to create descendants based on the second pair of par-

ents {1,2,1} and {2,2,1}.

1. Descendant has the form:  0,2,1Sun  .

2. Select one parent chromosome  1: 1,2,1Father .

3. Choose a random number  1,k  , пусть 1  .

4. Set  1 1Father   , i.e. 1  .

5. For  : 0k Sun Sun k   execute:

 1 1Sun k   , such a connection is possible since it does not violate the capaci-

ty limitations of the station situated on the candidate place number 1, and these clients

are within station's range.
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Thus, the first descendant chromosome has the form {1,2,1} .

6. Swap parental chromosomes 1Father and 2Father , apply to chromosome

2Father algorithm steps 3, 4 and 5 and obtain the second descendant chromosome:

{1,2,1}, which was identical to the first chromosome. Then to the obtained descendants

chromosomes we apply mutation operator. For this we choose a random number uni-

formly distributed in the range [0,1], and let this number be 0,528. As the selected

number 05,0p528,0 mut  , then at this iteration of the algorithm the mutation opera-

tor is not applied to the newly formed chromosomes.

Step 6. Carry out the formation of a new population. Since in this example

parpop NN  , that a new generation is formed as follows: it will consist of four new

chromosome formed by mating two randomly selected chromosomes. Таким образом,

первое поколение хромосом имеет следующий вид: {1,1,1}, {2,1,2}, {1,2,1},

{1,2,1}, {2,1,1}, {1,2,2}.

Then again calculate the fitness function for each of new generation's chromo-

somes:

{1,1,1} = 913807 conv. u {1,2,1} = 1817260 conv. u

{2,1,2} = 1817261 conv. u {2,1,1} =1817262 conv. u

{1,2,1} = 1817260 conv. u {1,2,2} = 1817259 conv. u

After that, check the completion condition. Since the new generation of chromo-

somes has a sequence number one, then correspondingly maxG.текG NN  and go to

step 4 of the algorithm, which begins the second iteration of the algorithm. Thus, after

the first iteration of the genetic algorithm an improvement of the objective cost func-

tion happened from 1813806 conv. u to a value of 913807 conv. units. Herewith,

chromosome corresponding to the worst-case value of the fitness function (1820715

conv. u) disappeared from the population. The above example is a trivial task in very

small dimensions, so the optimal value of the fitness function of 913807 conv. u al-

ready appeared after the first iteration. As in the method of complete enumeration,

quantities corresponding to the values of propagation losses participate only in internal
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calculations and are subtracted from the final value of the objective function. Accord-

ingly, after 10 iterations of the algorithm (i.e., 10 generations) it will give a result equal

to 913 800 conv. u as the minimum value of the objective function value. A similar re-

sult was obtained using the method of exhaustive search.

Advantages of genetic approach:

1. It is possible to adjust algorithm's parameters affecting operating time and

quality of resulting solution.

2. Provide near optimal solution for small-time work.

3. Genetic algorithms are based on a population of species which allows par-

allel computations in multiprocessor networks. This leads to further reduce in algo-

rithm’s operation time.

4. Due to simultaneous analysis of the search space of solutions, genetic al-

gorithms are well suited to finding new areas with the best values of the objective func-

tion.

Disadvantages:

1. Do not guarantee an optimal solution for each execution of the algorithm.

2. In complicated cases the genetic algorithm can "get stuck" in a local opti-

mum; there are methods of local search to get out of this situation.
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SECTION 4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR

BASE STATIONS' OPTIMAL PLACEMENT

4.1. Formulation of optimization problem

For writing software aimed at the solution of the problem in research paper we

formulate the problem of finding the optimal placement of base stations as the problem

of parametric optimization.

Suppose that one need to place on a rectangular site with sides ba  specified

number of mobile phone base stations, which we denote via N, so as to achieve the

highest possible signal level from at least one of the closest base stations in each test

point of site.

Fig. 4.1. An area in which the base stations are placed.

Placement of stations is unambiguously described by specifying for each n-th sta-

tion a pair of its coordinates (xn , yn), Nn ,1 . We have the following restrictions for the

coordinates ],;0[ axn ],0[ byn  . I.e. in described optimization problem we need to
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find values of 2N unknowns.

We denote via x and y steps on the grid of checkpoints on abscissa and ordi-

nate axes, respectively, arranged as shown in Fig. 4.1. Then by rounding to the greater

integer, we obtain coordinate values for the number of steps along each axis:
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Herewith, the total number of control points is equal to qpK  . Coordinate of

such a point can be found by simple formulas:

),(, yjxiK ji  , under pi ,1 , qj ,1 4.2

If the intensity of the electromagnetic field near n-th mobile communication base

station would be conditionally accepted for one, then in satisfying control point jiK ,

this field would have the following intensity:
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Then the objective function for the problem of parametric optimization, which ex-

presses the overall level on surface area, can be written as:
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Under these conditions, the problem of optimal placement of base stations is

equivalent to the parametric optimization problem of the objective function (4.5) in

2N-dimensional search space with restrictions ];0[],;0[ byaxn  for each abscissa

and ordinate of position coordinates of mobile communication stations.

At the highest possible level of the signal in all control points, the objective
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function f takes the minimum value. Best coverage will also be achieved with the min-

imum value of this function that is for the global optimum X we have:

X: minf , 4.6

where nn yxyxyx ,,,,,,( 2211 X ) is a set of base stations' optimal placement coor-

dinates on a rectangular plot ],[ ba ; Nn ,1 .

Formulated above problem of parametric optimization is valid for a case of sim-

ple flat terrain. In reality, each mobile communication station has some height h, and a

relief can be more difficult: with hills, mountains or other artificial barriers to electro-

magnetic waves which are present between base station and cellular subscriber.

Modern mobile operators mainly use frequency ranges of 850-1900 MHz. And

this is short electromagnetic waves with length of 36,0...16,0 m. As is known,

they have smaller ability to bend around obstacles compared to meter radio waves, and

therefore propagate to a shorter distance. During diffraction and reflection from the

ground or obstacles their amplitude is significantly reduced. Therefore, in our simpli-

fied model, we can assume that the highest level of signal from the base mobile station

can be reached only at line of sight between station and subscriber, or if they are sepa-

rated by not very big obstacle that does not exceed a few meters, for example, home.

Taking into account mentioned facts, it is necessary to take function's maximum

value njif ,, in the objective function's denominator 4.5 only from base stations n,

which provide direct or almost direct line of sight to the point of connection
jiK ,

.

As is known from geodesy, direct visibility between two points on the surface of

terrestrial relief is achieved only when a straight line drawn through these points

wouldn't cross the surface of the area between them [106]. Fig. 4.2 shows an example

of a direct line of sight a) and case b) when the signal propagation is disturbed by ter-

rain topography.
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а) б)

Fig. 4.2. Visibility between the station and the point on the earth's surface.

If control points on the surface would be taken sufficiently close one to another,

and the relief height does not change very quickly, the intersection between a line con-

necting a point on the surface with coordinates ( jizyjxi ,,,  ) and a tip of base sta-

tion located at a point ( hzyx nnn ,, ) will occur only if the height kz in some control

point near the projection of this line on the area would be greater than the height at the

corresponding point on the line z = z (x, y) (see Fig. 4.3.). I.e. the intersection exists if

at least in one of the control points close to the projection of the line to the square con-

dition would be met zzk  . Taking into account the foregoing, an objective function

(8) can be written as follows:
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Fig. 4.3. Determining whether the intersection of the line with the surface oc-

curred.

where nmax* is a the greatest value for the signal strength of all visible from the

),( yjxi  base stations, h is a height of mobile communication stations, nz is a

relative height of the terrain at the n -th station’s placement, and ),( yjxiz  - a

height of the relief in the checkpoint.

4.2. A genetic algorithm with real chromosomes

In recent years, one of the most promising methods for optimization problems of

high dimensionality is a genetic search algorithm based on evolutionary approaches

taken from wildlife.

The main advantage of the genetic search method is the ability to use it to solve

problems that have many local optimums by combining the elements of chance and fo-

cus the same way as it occurs in nature. Another important factor in this evolutionary

modeling is modeling of breeding, reproduction and inheritance. Herewith, alternative

solutions produced according to certain rules can generate other solutions that will in-

herit the best features of the "fathers" [107].

It is generally believed that the history of evolutionary modeling or evolutionary
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calculations began with the works of J. Holland, L. Vogel, A. Owen and M. Walsh, L.

Rastrigin and other researchers [108-110].

Variables in the objective function, which needs to be optimized, can be written

in the form of an array of parameters. By analogy with nature, this variables' chain is

called chromosome, the smallest part of which by analogy is called gene. Genes may

have numeric or functional values. Usually numeric values are taken from some alpha-

bet. Elements' genetic material often is coded based on a binary alphabet {0,1}, alt-

hough you can use letters, decimal and other alphabets. A few chromosomes selected

from a population are called parents. Then using the special rules parents are mixed

(crossed) to create "children" (descendants). Children and parents create a new popula-

tion. Generation, i.e. the process of implementing one iteration of the algorithm, is

called generation. Evolution of the population is the alternation of generations, in

which the chromosomes change their values so that each new generation adapts to the

external environment in better way.

Each chromosome of the population has the appropriate level of quality which is

characterized by the value of the objective function (in the literature sometimes it is

called a utility function or naturalness, fitness). Thus, under the fitness value of opti-

mized function at the point is meant which is defined by the parameters of the chromo-

some.

Under a binary method of representation required unknowns are written as a se-

quence of ones and zeros. This can be a simple jump with a decimal to binary system

or other special codes. Herewith, crossing (crossover operation) and mutation are usu-

ally held in the circuit shown in Fig. 4.4-4.5. When crossing two parental chromo-

somes the point of their separation is randomly selected. After that, parents exchange

parts located at one of the parties in respect to the split point. So the heirs are created.

During the mutation, random inversion of one or several genes of parental chromo-

somes or heir is performed with a certain probability.
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Fig. 4.4. Creation of heirs.

Fig. 4.5. Heir's mutation operation.

This way of presenting the problem of parameters optimization is the most suc-

cessful if parameters themselves have a discrete nature (e.g., choice of the form of the

object with a given set of options, the number of structural elements, direction, etc.).

But in our case, base stations' placement is more naturally to represent as two coordi-

nates, which are continuous in nature numbers. Therefore, it is more logical for solving

the optimization problem to use the binary version of the genetic algorithm, and an en-

coding task parameters, i.e., the actual chromosomes.

Description of the genetic algorithm with real chromosomes.

One of the first works, in which crossover operator with real chromosomes was

proposed, written by L. and J. Schaeffer Eshelmenom [110]. Based on the proposed in

this paper genetic algorithm, GA, author of diploma work has developed another em-

bodiment of the genetic algorithm with real chromosomes, with an arithmetic crossover

operator and asymmetrical mutation, which is more suitable for the task.

The main stages of this genetic algorithm modification, in which the unknown

parameters (genes) are real numbers, can be represented as follows:

1) Initialization of the population of chromosomes.

2) Sort of chromosomes by increasing of their fitness values.

0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0

Parental chromosomes Heirs (crossovers)

1 0 1 1 1

0 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 1 1

1 0 1 0 1
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3) Creation of heirs from randomly selected parental chromosomes using a

crossover operator coordinates.

4) The making of mutated chromosomes from randomly selected parental indi-

viduals.

5) Compute function value for all the heirs and mutated species.

6) If stop conditions aren't met, then go to step 2.

7) Output optimization results.

In the algorithm used population has the following structure (Fig. 4.6):

Fig. 4.6. Population structure in the genetic algorithm.

Or, more generally, the algorithm can be written in block form (see Fig. 4.7.)
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Fig. 4.7. The general scheme of genetic algorithm

Let us denote via parents is the number of parental chromosomes in offsprings -

the number of heirs received from randomly selected parents using the crossover op-

erator, mutations - the number of chromosomes obtained using the coordinates for ran-

domly selected parent species, followed by putting it in a separate pool of mutants.

Thus, the population structure unambiguously defined by a set of three parameters:

}{ mutations,offspringsparents,structure

Each individual in a population has coordinates (parameters) chromosome

POPULATION INITIALIZATION

SORT CHROMOSOMES

CREATING HEIRS

CREATING MUTATIONS

Were the conditions to stop
fulfilled ?

No

Yes

REPORTING RESULTS
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),,,( 110  dxxx X ,

where ix – corresponding i-th coordinate components, d is the search space  .

The totality of all species in the population is defined by the set of chromo-

somes:

),,,( 1)-(s(1)(0) XXX S ,

where s – is the amount of chromosomes in population;

mutationsoffspringsparentss  .

At the beginning of the optimization algorithm, initialization of population is

carried out by setting the random positions of each chromosome within the d-

dimensional search space.

When optimizing evolutionary selection is implemented using normal sorting

fitness chromosomes. Thus, chromosomes with the highest fitness get into parental

pool.

Suppose that some points are selected from the parental chromosomes p1 and p2.

Then the coordinates of chromosomes crossovers will be calculated according to the

formulas (see Fig. 4.8.-a)
)2()1(

α)(1α
pp

XXX  ,

)2()1(
α)α1(

pp
XXX  ,

where α is a value randomly generated on the interval [0; 1].

Crossover operation conducts a more detailed search of the optimum fitness

function in a particular region of space, i.e. conducts random directed local search.

Mutations in this GA modification are proposed by research paper's author to be

built on the basis of asymmetric normal distribution as follows (see Fig. 4.8. B).
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Fig. 4.8. Crossover and mutation chromosomes coordination

,xx=x Δ

where 1)(0,Normal is a standardized normal distribution; k is a scaling factor that is

gradually decreasing with each iteration from one to zero, for example, by a linear law,

which allows to reduce the mutation rate with each new generation of the population.

x value is an offset by which mutable coordinate x will be changed on the interval.

Mutation allows diversifying the population contributes to global search and re-

duces the probability of population's extinction. For each particular task one chooses

their ratio between the numbers of these genetic operations in population. But the

number of heirs is often 50-60% of the total amount of the parental chromosomes and

mutants usually do not exceed 3-5% the total number of chromosomes with the best

fitness.

Described genetic algorithm was the basis of the developed software for finding

the optimal placement of mobile base stations. Let us consider features of the software

and its implementation in more detail in the next section.
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4.3. Description of software for solving the optimization problem

On the basis of the problem of parametric optimization with respect to the opti-

mal placement of mobile base stations was developed specialized computer software.

User can use it to download the appropriate height map describing the relief features of

required area. Height map is a drawing with palette in shades of gray with a total of

256 gradation values.

In most cases, such a degree is not enough to sample a very large area on the

map (not more than a few tens of kilometers). Impact of ground’s sphericity still does

not significantly affect the geodetic calculations.

After assigning base stations' parameters and the structure of genetic algorithm

pool, the program begins to conduct the optimization process.

During program's creation an OOP (Object - Oriented Programming) paradigm

was used. And the object approach is implemented not only in the GUI, but also in the

optimization algorithm.

So, the following hierarchy of objects was proposed (see Fig. 4.9):

Fig. 4.9. Interconnection of algorithm's objects

The developed program consists of several modules. Below in Fig. 4.10 names

of these modules and main links between them are listed.

POPULATION

CHROMOSOMES

FITNESS CHROMOSOMESCOORDINATE VECTOR
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Fig. 4.10. The main modules of the program.

Module for generating random numbers RANDOMIZER.CPP allows you to

generate random numbers uniformly distributed or under the normal law. These num-

bers are used for initialization of population's particles, as well as crossing and muta-

tion of chromosomes. The module CHROMOSOME.CPP describes an array of task

parameters, as well as the basic operations for data processing. Chromosome is encap-

sulated in the class Particle, which describes its coordinates and fitness. Basic opera-

tions on the population’s points are described in the same module PARTICLE.CPP.

Core of the program is a module SWARM.CPP, describing the totality of chromo-

somes in the population. In the same part of the program is implemented sorting proce-

dure, which selects the best chromosomes in the population. Restriction of the search

space of the algorithm is given in the module BORDER.CPP.

Only modules MAPUNIT.CPP and GAUNIT.CPP have a graphical display. The

first one allows you to set the basic parameters of the problem, and the second one to

establish the parameters of genetic algorithm in more detail.

SWARM.CPP

RANDOMIZER.CPP CHROMOSOME.CPP PARTICLE.CPP

BORDER.CPP

MAPUNIT.CPP

GAUNIT.CPP
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For writing software was selected the exact implementation of C++ program-

ming language in RAD Studio XE5, as with this powerful tool one can easily and

quickly design GUI for a program.

The developed program Map.exe has a main window and two additional dialogs

which are further described in more detail.

4.4. The program’s interface

The main Map.exe program's window consists of two parts. Area below is dedi-

cated for an Image component upload with terrain height map. Darker points corre-

spond to lower map's points. Relative to the height of the highest and the lowest point

on the map one can enter data in corresponding Edit text boxes. At the top of the win-

dow it is possible to configure other settings of terrain's map and stations (see Fig.

4.12).

Likewise, with SpinEdit counter and textbox the parameters of mobile commu-

nication base stations, such as their number and height are set. Discreteness of the

points' organization at which the program tries to maximize the signal from the nearest

base stations is set in "Cell Size”.
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Fig. 4.12. Interface of developed program

4.5. User guide

This section briefly describes the algorithm of the program and the features of its

setting. It runs through a file Map.exe.

First, user must upload map of terrain heights on which mobile communication

base stations will be placed. To do this, click on "Load a map heights" button and se-

lect the image file with *. Bmp extension.

This file must have an 8-bit color palette in Grayscale. Arbitrary image is very

easy to convert to such a format, for example, in Photoshop. To represent the height on
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the map 256 possible discrete values of color are used and light pixels correspond to a

greater value of the height at the corresponding points, and low grounds have a dark

color. To define the height at various points of the map relative values are used: height

of the highest and lowest points. Then program automatically calculates the height at

all points of the graphic map.

When the mouse is over an arbitrary area of the map current coordinates and

numerical value of the height in meters is displayed in the status bar.

Fig. 4.14. Loading map of terrain heights.

After loading the map and setting relief's parameters user must enter characteris-

tics of mobile communication base stations: the number and height.

The highest point on the
map

The lowest point on the
map
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Fig. 4.15. Configuring algorithm

It is very important before the optimization to correctly adjust parameters of ge-

netic algorithm. This can be done by clicking "Settings" button.

As mentioned earlier, for an effective optimization, the number of parents should

not be less than the number of required parameters: 2N of cellular base stations' coor-

dinates. Number of successors and mutations is typically 50-60% and 3-5% of the pa-

rental chromosomes respectively.

Also in the genetic search settings window one can set the total number of rele-

vant populations' generations and the number of steps for the degeneracy. If the fitness

of chromosomes did not improve within a specified number of degeneration steps , the

evolutionary process is terminated earlier. This can happen in two cases: either the best

possible solution has already been found or the algorithm is stuck in local optimum.

Since there is no guarantee that the genetic algorithm will find the global optimum of

the objective function in the first time, one may need to restart it.

After all setting the required parameters, one can run the optimization process by

pressing "Optimize" button.
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Picture obtained with the optimal placement of base stations can be saved to a

graphic file using the appropriate button.

4.6. Testing of the developed software

To ensure the correct operation of the developed software, let us test it on simple

variants of known optimal placement of mobile communication base stations. Let us

consider at first the simplest cases with flat terrain (see Fig. 4.16-4.19).

Fig. 4.16. The case of one base station

Fig. 4.17. The case of two base stations

As expected, the program has placed a single base station in the center of the

map with flat topography. This completely coincides with the requirements of sym-

metry. When placing two base stations program should place them on one of diagonals
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of the rectangular area of the height map. These and other considerations are fully con-

firmed by figures 4.16-4.19.

For the three stations of mobile communication there are four options to realize

the optimum placement, one of which was found by the program, as shown in the fol-

lowing figure (Fig. 4.20).

Fig. 4.20. Optimal placement of three base stations

For reasons of symmetry, four communication stations should be positioned in

pairs on the diagonals of the rectangle by program. Indeed, stations were places exactly

so in this case (see Fig. 4.21).

Fig. 4.21. Optimal placement of four base stations

Besides correctness of base stations' placement let us also check the correctness

of fitness function's optimal value (8). According to the test given in [111], the prob-
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lem of optimal placement of N = 10 base stations on the map of size 100  100 results

in fitness function in the global optimum having a value of about 0.00553.

Fig. 4.22-4.23 shows an example of a similar calculation of optimal positions of

ten mobile communication base stations carried out by means of the developed soft-

ware. At the beginning of the optimization problem's fitness function value was

0.00589 (see Fig. 4.22). The proposed modification of the of genetic algorithm gives

almost the same value of the fitness function equal to 0.00555, accurate to four decimal

places, and almost similar stations placement.

Fig. 4.22. Placement of 10 stations at the beginning of optimization

By increasing the number of stations the dimension of the search problem in-

creases twice as much, so to find the global optimum in such cases one may need to

increase the required number of generations for population and to conduct multiple
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runs (multistart) choosing the best from solutions obtained.

Fig. 4.23. Finding the optimal placement of 10 stations

Generally, there are eight options for such placement that can be obtained from

the figure above using reflections and rotations through angles that are multiples of

90. Full symmetry can be expected only when the number of base stations is a square

of natural number, e.g., 9N .
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Fig. 4.24. Version of the known accommodation under N = 10.

Thus, after considering the known base stations' placements we made sure that

the program works correctly in these cases. Therefore we can expect that the calcula-

tions with allowance for terrain will also give correct results. Let us verify that with the

appropriate tests.

4.7. Using created software for the search of the optimal placement of base

stations in difficult terrain

Once we have verified the correct operation of the optimization algorithm on the

plane, let us try to apply it to areas with satisfactory relief. As a first example we find

the optimal placement of two base stations on the map of 100100 size in pixels. The
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simplest version of terrain may be a case of a hill in the center of the map and slopes

towards the edges. Let the height of the base stations is 5 m. Fig. 4.25 shows the result

of finding stations' optimal placement for the given task parameters.

Fig. 4.25. Simple version of terrain covering

Comparing the result with one found earlier in case of a flat map (see Fig. 4.17)

we see that the uneven heights in different points of the surface has changed the opti-

mal location. Now one of the cellular stations is located closer to the center of the hill,

and the other moved towards one of the corners. So the program took into account the

peculiarities of the relief.

For the next test case parameters of base stations will remain the same as before,

but the topography of surface's terrain will be changed. In this case, we will take not

the hill, but elongated vertical strip of mountainous terrain (see Fig. 4.26).

We see that the program has calculated that radio waves cannot pass completely

an obstacle in the form of an elongated hill. Therefore, land covering have not round,

but deformed shape.

Let us take a little more difficult terrain with two hills and try to place on it four

stations this time (Fig. 4.27).
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Fig. 4.26. Relief of the hill in the form of band

Fig. 4.27. Relief with two hills

As expected, the hills interfere with radio waves from base stations. We see in

Fig. 4.27 that the stations are located almost exactly as before for the plane, but the

presence of higher areas on the map changed coverage topography.

Let us consider a complex case for the real surface topography. Find the optimal

placement of five base stations on the map size of 100100 pixels, previously shown in

Fig. 4.17, which represents the image of the complex relief of the surface (Fig. 4.28).
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Fig. 4.28. Version of the map with difficult terrain

At the beginning of the optimization it was possible to cover just over 80% of

the complex terrain. The value of the fіtnes function was about 0.04826 (see Fig. 4.29).

Fig. 4.29. Coverage before optimization
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Fig. 4.30. Coverage after optimization

After carrying out the optimization using genetic algorithm it became able to in-

crease the coverage to the value of 98.9% of the total area. Herewith, minimized objec-

tive function reduced its value to 0.04678. As we can see, the algorithm coped well

with this task.
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SECTION 5. LABOUR SAFETY

An important aspect of complex measures aimed at improving working

conditions are measures of labor protection. To successfully implement all measures

necessary for the safety knowledge of physiology of labor which can properly organize

the work of man.

In this section, the degree project under the Law of Ukraine on the protection of

labor from 2002, highlights the key issues of safety and ergonomics of work, projected

operating room and calculation center. As an example, calculation is made of

ergonomic parameters of optimal job of one operator PC.

5.1. Harmful and hazardous factors

Employees computing centers (CC) face exposure of physically dangerous and

harmful factors as increased noise, increased ambient temperature, the absence or lack

of illumination of working area, electricity, static electricity and others.

Significant burden on the central nervous system and visual system cause

increased neuro-emotional stress and consequently affects the cardiovascular system.

Regular PC users more often and in greater extent are exposed to psychological stress,

functional disorders of the central nervous system and upper respiratory tract. Low-

frequency electromagnetic fields in the interaction with other negative factors can

trigger cancer and leukemia. Dust attracted by electrostatic field monitor, sometimes

becomes the cause of dermatitis, a person worsening asthma symptoms, irritation of

mucous membranes. But the reason for rejection of human health is not only the

computers, but not strictly adherent to the principles of ergonomics. A long sitting in a

stationary position by some PC users, causes muscle weakness, change in the shape of

the spine, which in the most extreme cases can lead to disability among professional

operators which can also contribute to the increased frequency of diseases of glaucoma

and cataracts.
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5.2. Requirements for premises computing centers

Ski CC, their size (area, volume) must first meet the labor force and appearing in

their suite of technology. They must provide the relevant parameters of microclimate,

lighting, clean air, insulation from industrial noise, etc. To ensure normal working

conditions, health norms SN 245-71 to establish a computer, the amount of industrial

space at least 20 m3, the minimum area-6 m2.

А сomputer must be set so that the eyes on the screen can see the same object

extracted from the room. Distance from the computer to the wall should be not less

than 1 m. If you have multiple computers in one room the distance between the screen

one monitor and the back of another shall be not less than 2 m, distance between two

adjacent side walls of monitors should be at least 1.2 m.

The projected space will equip CC flavour changing ventilation and artificial

lighting. According to DSN 3.3.6.042-99, microclimate parameters should be in the

warm season: temperature 23-25C °, relative humidity 40-60%, air velocity 0.2 m / s,

cold season: temperature 22-24C °, relative humidity 40-60%, air velocity 0.2 m / s.

Operating rooms and offices should have natural lighting tent to side. In cases where a

natural light is not enough set composite coverage. Normalized artificial light for CC

before us at the combined coverage is 400 lm, total - 200 lm, daylight factor at the

natural side lighting - 1.5%. This additional artificial lighting can be used not only in

the dark, but in the daytime.

Efficient color processing facilities aimed at improving decisions are sanitary

working conditions, increase in productivity and safety. Ski CC should paint according

to color technology. Lighting facilities and equipments should be soft, without shine.

Reduction of noise generated in the workplace CC internal sources and noise

penetrating from the outside is a very important task. The overall noise level

normalized GOST 12.1.003.-83: is not more than 40 dB for facilities construction

department, programming computers, laboratories for theoretical work and

experimental data processing. Levels of tension which allow electrostatic fields are

established by GOST 12.1.045-84: not more than 20 kV / m in the lingering hours.
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5.3. Measures to ensure healthy working conditions. Design calculations of

jobs

Dimensions of the room are: length = 10 m, width = 7 m, height = 3 m. In the

room are 3 employees, that is, each accounted for 23, which corresponds to sanitary

standards (at least 20).

Conditions for microclimate in the premises of PC.

The room was maintained throughout the normal temperature 25, humidity 55

and air velocity through the conditioner. Optimal microclimate standards referred to in

clause 5.2 of this section, and the level of ionization space when working with a PC are

given in Tables 5.1.

Таbles 5.1

Levels of ionized air space when working with PC

The levels of ionization The number of ions per 1 cm3 of air

n + n -

The minimum necessary 400 600

Optimal 1500-3000 30000-50000

The maximum admissible 50000 50000

5.4. Maintenance requirements of technical aesthetics

Painting walls - light brown, the ceiling - white, floor - parquet, light brown.

Color design made with the advice of SN-181-70: the color of walls, ceiling, floor in

harmony with each other. In terms yellow and light brown colors, improve mood,

positively affecting the nervous system and internal organs.

Condition of room illumination computers.

Calculation of natural light

Coefficient of natural light (c.n.l.) with side lighting:
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, (5.1)

where wS - square windows, m2, k - coefficient eclipse opposing home ( 5,1k ),

1r - coefficient ( 5,11 r ), fS - area of floor, м2, w - light characteristics of the

window ( 7w ).

Because the normalized value c.n.l. with side illumination bureau service

%5,0e , that area needed windows
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5,15,1

7705,0
1

min. 
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Maximum permissible value of natural light:

%2,18,015,13  cmеe bnorm , (5.3)

where 3
bе - acceptable coverage for the third light belt ( %5,13 bе ),

m - coefficient of light climate ( 1m ), c - coefficient of sunny climate ( 8,0c ).

The maximum area of windows:

26
5,15,1
7702,1

1
max. 
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S wfnorm

f
2м . (5.4)

In this way, provided natural light that enters through the windows with a total

area fS , max.min. fff SSS  .

The windows are arranged along the length of the room in the wall, oriented

north.

Calculation of artificial illumination.

Choosing lighting units with gas-discharge lamps;
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Type of wiring - closed in building structures under plaster, wire - JSPPB,

switch the normal execution. Fixtures we place parallel rows.

Description of work - category IV, (contrast - big picture - light). Minimum

Illumination of combined coveredtion 400normE lx .

System coverage - Combined: general uniform plus local.

The required illumination for the combined coverage of gas-discharge of general

illumination lamps 200normE lx , local service bureau – 250. КМE lx . The required

safety factor sK 1,5.

The most favorable ratio of the distance between the lights to a height of

suspension fixtures:


fixt

fixt

h
L

1,6, (5.5)

where fixtL - distance between the lamps, m; fixth - height pendant fixtures, m.

21,326,1  fixtfixt hL m. (5.6)

Trail lighting width: 5,1. wfixtL m.

The distance between the lights is equal to the width plus the length of the lamp

0,05 м.

Distance from the wall to first row of lamps:

96,02,33,03,0 .1  lfixtLL m. (5.7)

The distance between the extreme lines of the width of the room:

08,596,0272 12  LbL m, (5.8)
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where b - width of the space CC, м.

The number of rows that can be placed between the extreme lines of the width of

the room:

312,1
08,51

.

2
. 

wfixt
wfixt L

LN . (5.9)

The total number of rows of lights in width:

5232...  wfixttwfixt NN . (5.10)

The distance between the extreme rows of lights along the length of the room:

08,896,02102 13  LaL m, (5.11)

where a - length space CC, м.

The number of lights that can be placed between the extreme rows - either:

112,3
08,813

. 
fixt

lfixt L
LN . (5.12)

The total number of rows of lights along the length:

3212...  lfixttlfixt NN . (5.13)

The total number of rows of lamps to be installed along the length and width:

1535.....  tlfixttwfixttfixt NNN . (5.14)

The coefficients of reflection from the walls and ceiling - by painting walls and

ceilings: wall 56%, ceil 73%. coefficient  , taking into account the uniformity of

coverage, depending on the type of fixtures and relationships  : 13,1 .
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Area of floor space illuminated:

70710  baS f
2m . (5.15)

In length a , width b building, height and suspension lighting fixth find index

space:

    2
2710

70









fixthba

ba . (5.16)

Ratio of luminous flux: i 0,63.

Current (required) flux of a lamp:

2511
63,015

7013,15,1200










ifixt.t

fsnorm
calc ηN

SzKE
F lm. (5.17)

Voltage network and the luminous flux of a lamp in reference tables (GOST

6825-91) determines the required power electric light bulb LB40 lW 40 Wt. In each

lamp means LB40 lamp with a light stream 2580. TABLLF lm.

The true light:

205
7013,15,1

63,0152580










fs

ifixt.tL.TABL
true SzK

ηNF
E lx. (5.18)

5.5. Providing visual ergonomic parameters computer

Visual ergonomic computer settings are provided by the acquisition of high-

quality computers and their long prior to testing, to detect possible defects. Limit

values are given in these Table 5.2.
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Таble 5.2.

Visual ergonomic options of computer

arameter
The maximum value

minimum value maximum value

The brightness of the

sign (cd/m2)
35 120

Outdoor lighting (lx) 100 250

Angular size of the sign

(angl/min)
16 60

5.6. The calculation parameters ergonomic workplace

Based on the standard (medium), ergonomic body parameters listed in Table 5.3,

calculate anthropometric parameters per job of a computer operator - man. Options of

other jobs are calculated similarly.

В
hг

hп

f
F


А

С

Д

Е
К

Fig. 5.1. Basic elements of the operator and his workplace

Determine the height of the eye over the article in the sitting position:

3,130493,81  LE hhАК cm, (5.19)

where Eh - eye height above the plane seat, cm; Lh - leg length, cm.
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Таble.5.3.

Anthropometric parameters of the operator PC – man.

№ Parameter value

1 Growth of standing, cm 179±6,62

2 Height sitting, cm 92,7±2,78

3 Height of eye above the plane seat, cm 81,3±2,63

4 The length of leg, cm 49±2,38

5 Body weight, kg 72,6±4,5

We calculate the height of the center of the screen above the article:

3,883,0603,130sin  FАКВК cm, (5.20)

where F – distance from the center of the screen to the eye;  - the angle of the head

from eye level to the level of the center of the screen.

Find the height position of the keyboard ЕОМ on page:

3,886,0703,130sin  fAKACAKCK cm, (5.21)

where f - distance from the center of the keyboard to your eyes, cm;  - the angle of

the head from eye level to the level position the keyboard.

Determine the height of the plane sitting on the story:

493,813,130  EhАКDК cm. (5.22)

We calculate the height of the footrest plane seat:

04949  EhDКЕК cm. (5.23)
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Note that the operators PC may be not only men but women. Therefore, in

accordance with GOST 12.2.032-78, CC use desktops with high working surface of

725 mm and working chair with lifting and turning the device. The design provides

seat height adjustment seat supporting surface within 400-500 mm and tilt angles to 15

degrees forward and back to 5 degrees. Each chair is equipped with armrests that

minimizes adverse effects on kystovi joints of hands. Since there is no way to adjust

the height of the table, then for every job set footrest width of not less than 30 cm, a

depth of not less than 40 cm, adjustable in height within 15 cm, adjustable angle of

inclination of the supporting surface to 20 °. Thus, we get comfortable workplace for

both men and women.

5.7. Hours of work and recreation personnel CC. The device of rooms,

recreational staff for CC

CC Staff includes 3 people who work in shifts. The first change from 7.00 to

13.00 h, the second from 13.00 to 19.00, every change of 3 people that change

according to schedule. CC Staff working in the same mode as on holidays, weekends

and on weekdays. An exception is the state of emergency and the events which come

from all over the world, in this case CC is in full force.

During the sixth shift, the following breaks are set: Within 2 hours from start of

the transition time- 15 min, after 1.5 and 2.5 h after lunch are breaks of 15 and 10 min

respectively and lasting 5-10 min through each hour.

Lounge is located in an isolated ground of the house with a separate entrance

from the street and with CC. Thus, the area of rest rooms for staff CC is, that the length

of the room is 10 m, width - 7 m, height - 3 m.

Lounge is equipped with individual lockers to maintain the outer clothing, chairs

on the number of employees CC, tables. Also set washroom, closed waste.

The rest room should be regularly wet cleaned. Collection is in the morning and

as needed throughout the day. Periods of metastable states considerably (at least 2

times per year) and epidemic indicators lounge exposed dry cleaning and disinfection
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chamber. This lounge is included in the total system air conditioning, used in CC.

5.8. Providing electrical safety

Respectively before GOST 12.1.030-81 protective earthing electrical

installations should comply with the nominal voltage of 380 V and above AC and

440 V and above DC. According to the resistance of protective earthing PUE at any

time of year should not exceed 4 ohms in the voltage of 1000 V. Calculate the number

of tubes that make up the circuit ground, the length of the connecting strip and the

resulting leakage current resistance group earthing (contour).

Distance from ground to middle ground:

2,2
2
37,0

2


llt n m,                                        (5.24)

where nl - depth of ground ( 7,0nl m ), l - length of vertical grounding ( 3l m).

The resistance of a single grounding rod of circular cross-section of land:

27
32,24
32,24ln5,0

04,0
32ln

314,32
95

4
4ln5,02ln

2






























lt
lt

d
l

Pil
RP Om, (5.25)

where  - resistivity of the soil ( 95 Om m), d - diameter of the grounding

( 04,0d m).

Approximate number of single grounding included in the outline:

9
73,04

27
.








PnormG

Р

R
Rn , (5.26)

where normGR . - normative value of resistance of protective earthing ( 4. normGR Om ),

P - utilization of tubular grounding ( 73,0P ).
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Length of connecting strips:

    321941  nLL GS m, (5.27)

where GL - distance between the grounding ( 4GL m ).

Resistance band of connective:

82,1
7,04,0

2048lg
3214,32

952lg
2

2










S

S

S
S lb

L
PiL

R Om, (5.28)

where b - width of the connecting strip ( 4,0b m ).

The resulting leakage current resistance grounding group:

33,2
73,082,1934,027

82,127











РSSР

SP

RnR
RRR Om, (5.29)

where S - factor connecting strip ( 34,0S ).

The considered building should also be constantly monitored by electrosecurity

department in respect of wiring, switches, plug sockets and cords, with which are

included in the electrical network.

5.9. Protection against noise

Reducing noise at the source of radiation is provided by application of elastic

gasket between the base machine, the device and the supporting surface of it. As used

rubber gasket, felt, cork, different designs absorbers. Under the table noisy machines

rely soft mats of synthetic materials, and under legs of tables, where they are

established, - lining of soft rubber, felt, thickness 6-8mm. Mounting pads made by at-

taching them to the bearings.

Also use insulating housings that do not interfere with the technological process.
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Equally important to reduce noise during operation is a question of correct and timely

adjustment, lubrication and replacement of mechanical units noisy equipment.

Rational planning facilities, accommodation facilities in the CC is an important

factor that reduces noise at the existing equipment PC.

Reducing noise that penetrates the production facilities outside, is achieved by

increasing the insulation protecting designs, sealing the perimeter of the porch

windows, doors.

5.10. Protection against radiation, electrostatic fields

Displays, designed on the basis of electron tubes, are a source of electrostatic

field, the soft X-ray, ultraviolet, infrared, visible, low, and super high-frequency

electromagnetic radiation.

The most secured are displayed to the specified and protected by the closed

method of metal screen. This physical principle is realized by an additional metal shell,

which closes on integrated protective screen. As a result of such measures electrical

and electrostatic field can decrease to background values at the distance of 5.7 meters

from the shell, and in conjunction with the system of compensating magnetic field.

Such a design provides maximum safety for the user. In addition, the generated screen

and alternating electric field in the Character screen can greatly exceed fields produced

by other elements of the monitor, and, most significantly, it is spatially oriented to-

wards the user.

Effective protection of the field - screen filter (necessarily certified for the

parameters characterizing the quality of lower electric fields in the frequency range 5

Hz-400 kHz). Levels of the fields in all modes with the image on the screen today,

certifies monitor with this protective filter in accordance with SNiP 2.2.2.542-96 not

exceed 8 V / m (25 V / m) in the frequency range 5 Hz-2 kHz and 0.2 V / m (2.5 V / m)

in the frequency range 2 kHz-400 kHz. For NBC, if neighboring jobs fall into the area

of influence of the field (at a distance of 1,2-2,5 m from the screen) - a protective

covering back and side walls, installing special panels, the screening of the posterior
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and lateral sides of the monitor installation of barriers between different users.

We use monitors and must meet rigid requirements for safe operation, embodied

in regulatory standards. In Europe, the monitors must meet standards on the

characteristics of CEE and the FCC, which exist for the certification of electronic

equipment for security and no interference communication system.

There are a number of international standards to be complied with applicable to

our monitors that have become so popular that now is actually international. Such

standards as MPR-II, TCO'92 and TCO'95, TCO'99. There are other national standards

of TUV, CSA, UL, which is generally well supported by manufacturers of monitors.

5.11. Fire safety

Fire safety system provides fire prevention and fire protection system. All

premises must be "evacuation plan in case of fire," which governs the actions of

personnel in the event of fire ignition and pointing the location of fire equipment.

Sources of ignition in CC may be electronic circuitry of PC, devices, used for

maintenance, device power, where as a result of various disorders formed overheated

components, electrical sparks and arcs that can cause ignition of combustible materials.

In modern PC very high density deployment of electronic circuits. In close proximity

to each other are placed connecting wires, cables. In the flow of electric current

through them is allocated a significant amount of heat. It can possibly be melting

insulation. For removal of excess heat from PC are ventilation and air conditioning. At

a constant, these systems pose an additional fire hazard.

For the manufacture of building structures using the VC facilities, usually brick,

concrete, glass, metal and other materials. The use of wood should be limited, and in

case of fire to soak his compositions.

The houses VC fire hydrants are installed in corridors, staircases to platforms

and entrances. Water used to extinguish fires in buildings programmers, libraries,

support and office facilities. The use of water in the machine halls PC, storage media,

areas of instrumentation in the form of danger or damages or complete failure of
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expensive equipment is possible in exceptional cases, when a fire takes dangerously

large sizes. The quantity of water should be minimal, and the device PC be protected

from water, covering them with tarpaulin or cloth.

In the premises CC used mainly carbon-dioxide fire extinguishers, which

advantage is the high performance fire fighting safety of electronic equipment,

insulating properties of carbon dioxide, which makes these extinguishers, even if you

can not disconnect electrical immediately. Therefore, the required hand fire

extinguishers are located areas (carbon-dioxide SO-8 in the amount of 1 pc.). Detection

and fire alarm is automatic sensors, signaling a fire accident type that react to

temperature increases.

Objects must be equipped with CC unit fixed automatic fire. In the design we

apply the CC installation of gas extinguishing action which is based on rapidly filling

the room with a gas extinguishing agent of sudden liquefaction of oxygen content in

the air.

To install an automatic fire extinguishing agent choose Freon 114V2 with

density 18,2 3/ mkg , extinguishing concentration of the fire extinguisher

162,0BG 3/ mkg . Ski CC belongs to the category of fire risk in and has a fire

resistance of 1 and 2 and, therefore, the factor that takes into account the peculiarities

of gas exchange in the building that 3,1Uк protected.

The volume of space that is protected:

105335  HSWP
3m : , (5.30)

volume of the container with extinguishing 15BV l composition, filling ratio 9,0

container.

We calculate the required number of extinguishing agent:

11,223,1105162,0  UPBT кWGG kg. (5.31)
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Determine the required number of cylinders of extinguishing agent:

1
9,018,215

11,22







B

T
B V

G
N . (5.32)

We calculate the volume of cylinders for compressed air:

       5,1
5150

2015151









 B
MINMAX

TC
C

MIN
B PP

WWPW l. (5.33)

To maintain the compressed air cylinders use capacity of 25 liters. Find the

required number of cylinders of compressed air:

06,0
25

5,1
25

 B
B

WN . (5.34)

Since the required number of cylinders of compressed air is very little that this

building compressed air can not use.

5.12. Conclusion

In accordance with the provisions in CC provided the necessary size of the room

for the appropriate work necessary microclimate parameters, minimum noise level

created, a comfortable and correct in sight to ergonomic workplaces, met the

requirements of technical aesthetics and the requirements for computers, provided

space for recreation staff VC. Also made the calculation of the necessary parameters of

natural and artificial coverage, special events provide electricity, fire employees, their

protection from noise, static electricity, various kinds of radiation.
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CONCLUSIONS

Today, wireless networks allow providing users' connection where cabling is

difficult or full mobility is required. Herewith wireless networks interact with wired

networks. It is now necessary to take into account wireless solutions when designing

any networks - from small office to an enterprise. The first steps towards the creation

of wireless networks was the emergence of individual Wi-Fi access points with con-

nection to powerful backbone "wired" networks. Wi-Fi has been focused on the crea-

tion of local networks, now projects with larger scale are successfully created based on

it. Introduction of WiMAX will further expand the capabilities of operators to establish

city and regional wireless networks, providing a guaranteed quality of service.

Despite some shortcomings, the existing undeniable advantages have led to the

fact that WiMAX networks could occupy a niche among other broadband access tech-

nologies, and is currently being built in Ukraine and worldwide. Data transfer rates

supported by WiMAX networks allow to provide a wide range of services, including

Triple Play. Ukraine's WiMAX networks will solve the problem of information ine-

quality that exists between urban and rural areas.

When deploying WiMAX networks from developing a business plan to the

commercial exploitation a broad spectrum of interrelated tasks is solved. One of such

important issues is the problem of base stations optimal placement and clients' connec-

tion to them by the criterion of minimum cost. At the same time appropriate quality of

service should be provided, as in the standard IEEE 802.16-2004 key aspect is a guar-

antee of QoS parameters. Problem in this formulation is relevant and is of practical

value. Solution of this problem enables a carrier to reduce the cost of network con-

struction and provide clients with good quality services. That, in turn, leads to the in-

crease in customer's loyalty and, consequently, to the growth of communication com-

pany income.

Results of the second section of the research paper is the following:

1. When designing WiMAX networks, telecommunication companies face

extensive list of interrelated tasks solving which is a prerequisite to ensure the full
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functioning of the constructed network.

2. One of these problems is the optimal placement of base stations and con-

necting clients to them.

Based on the analysis of available sources, it was found that base stations' opti-

mal placement, which is task of diploma research, belong to the category of problems

with the placement of a single service source with constraints on the amount of this

source's resources. Today there are many different ways of solutions for base stations'

optimal placement problem that is formulated in terms of mixed integer programming:

starting with different variants of brute force and finishing with method of simulated

annealing, tabu search, etc. But since the problem belongs to the class of NP-hard

problems, it was decided to abandon the use of precise methods.

Briefly summarizing the results of the third section it's possible to distinguish the

following:

1. The problem of locating base stations is NP-hard and to solve it it's expe-

dient to abandon precise methods usage in favor of heuristic.

2. The work offers a genetic algorithm as one of these heuristic methods. It

has the advantage over both the traditional optimization techniques and other heuris-

tics.

3. The superiority of the genetic approach is provided by stochastic nature of

finding a solution, the simultaneous presence of multiple alternative solutions and the

usage of coded values of the input parameters of a task.

4. On the basis of the standard genetic algorithm it is proposed to develop

software that solves the problem of base stations' optimal placement.

5. On a concrete example was demonstrated a possibility of applying genetic

algorithm and exhaustive search method to the investigated problem.

Briefly summarizing the results of the fourth section it's possible to distinguish

the following:

1. The task of finding the optimal placement of mobile communication base

stations has been formulated as a problem of parametric optimization, allowing setting

the target function and limitations of the search space.
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2. The proposed variant of the genetic algorithm was implemented as a spe-

cialized software that allows a search for the optimal location of base stations.

3. The developed software has been tested on simple examples, which con-

firmed it is working correctly. It also shows examples of its use in case of complex ter-

rain.
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// Implementation class member functions Border

#include "Border.h"

using namespace std;
ostream &operator <<(ostream &out, const Interval &P)
{
out << " { " << P.Left << " " << P.Right << " } ";
return out;
};
Border::Border(const int InitDimision)
{
Error(InitDimision <= 0, "Border's initial dimision is less or equal zero!",  1);

Dimision = InitDimision;
InitFlag = true;
P = new Interval [InitDimision];

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
{

P[i].Left = 0;
P[i].Right = 0;

}
};

Border::Border(const Border &B)
{
Error(B.Dimision <= 0, "Border's dimision is less or equal zero!", 1);

Dimision = B.Dimision;
InitFlag = true;
P = new Interval [Dimision];

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
{

P[i].Left = B.P[i].Left;
P[i].Right = B.P[i].Right;

}
};

Border::~Border()
{
if (InitFlag == true)
{

InitFlag = false;
delete [] P;

}
};
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void Border::SetDimision(const int InitDimision)
{
Error(InitDimision <= 0, "Border's initial dimision is less or equal zero!", 1);

if (InitFlag == true)
delete [] P;

Dimision = InitDimision;

InitFlag = true;
P = new Interval [InitDimision];

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
{

P[i].Left = 0;
P[i].Right = 0;

}
};
int Border::GetDimision()
{
return Dimision;
};

void Border::SetBorders(const double min, const double max)
{
Error(Dimision <= 0, "Border's dimision is not initialized!", 1);
Error(min > max, "Left border must be less than right!", 5);

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
{

P[i].Left = min;
P[i].Right = max;

}
};
ostream &operator <<(ostream &out, const Border &B)
{
Error(B.Dimision <= 0, "Border is not initialized!", 1);

register int i;
int dim = B.Dimision;

out << endl;

for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
out << "   " << B.P[i] << endl;

return out;
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};
Interval &Border::operator [](const int index)
{
Error((index >= Dimision)||(index < 0), "Exit out from border border's!", 2);

return P[index];
};
Interval &Border::operator [](const int index) const
{
Error((index >= Dimision)||(index < 0), "Exit out from border border's!", 2);

return P[index];
};
Border &Border::operator =(const Border &B)
{
if (&B == this)

return *this;

Error(Dimision <= 0, "Border in left side is not initialized!", 1);
Error(B.Dimision <= 0, "Border in right side is not initialized!", 1);
Error(Dimision != B.Dimision, "Borders has different dimisions!", 3);

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
{

P[i] = B.P[i];
}

return *this;
};
void fprintf(FILE *_File, Border &B)
{
register int i;
int dim = B.GetDimision();

for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
{

fprintf(_File, "\n   { ");
fprintf(_File, "%f", B[i].Left);
fprintf(_File, " ");
fprintf(_File, "%f", B[i].Right);
fprintf(_File, " } ");

}

fprintf(_File, "\n");
fflush(_File);
};
void TestBorder()
{
cout << endl << "Test Border:" << endl << endl;
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Border B;
B.SetDimision(3);
Border A(5);
A.SetBorders(-2,5);
Border C(A);

cout << "  B.Dimision = " << B.GetDimision() << endl;
cout << "  B:" << B;
cout << "  A.Dimision = " << A.GetDimision() << endl;
cout << "  A:" << A;

A[0].Left = 1.5; A[0].Right = 2;
A[2].Left = -4; A[2].Right = A[0].Right;

cout << "  New A:" << A;

Border D(B);
Border E(5);
E = A;

cout << "  D:" << D;
cout << "  E = A:" << E << endl;

cout << "  Write Border A to file ... ";
FILE *fp = fopen("BorderFile.txt", "w");
fprintf(fp, A);
fclose(fp);
cout << "OK" << endl;

cin.get();
};
// implementation class member functions Chromosome

#include "Chromosome.h"
#include <cmath>

using namespace std;
Chromosome::Chromosome(const int InitDimision)
{
Error(InitDimision <= 0, "Chromosome's initial dimision is less or equal zero!", 1);

Dimision = InitDimision;
InitFlag = true;
Gene = new double [InitDimision];

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
Gene[i] = 0;

B.SetDimision(InitDimision);
};
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Chromosome::Chromosome(const Chromosome &C)
{
Error(C.Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome's dimision is less or equal zero in consructor!", 1);

Dimision = C.Dimision;
InitFlag = true;
Gene = new double [Dimision];

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
Gene[i] = C.Gene[i];

B.SetDimision(Dimision);
B = C.B;
};
Chromosome::~Chromosome()
{
if (InitFlag == true)
{

InitFlag = false;
delete [] Gene;

}
};
void Chromosome::SetDimision(const int InitDimision)
{
Error(InitDimision <= 0, "Chromosome's set dimision is less or equal zero!", 1);

Dimision = InitDimision;

if (InitFlag == true)
delete [] Gene;

InitFlag = true;
Gene = new double [InitDimision];

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
Gene[i] = 0;

B.SetDimision(InitDimision);
};

int Chromosome::GetDimision() const
{
return Dimision;
};
void Chromosome::SetBorder(Border &InitBorder)
{
Error(Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);
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Error(Dimision != InitBorder.GetDimision(), "Chromosome and set border has different dimis-

ion!", 3);

B = InitBorder;
};
void Chromosome::SetBorder(const double min, const double max)
{
Error(B.GetDimision() <= 0, "Border in Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
{

B[i].Left = min;
B[i].Right = max;

}
};
void Chromosome::Randomize(const double min, const double max)
{
Error(Dimision < 0, "Chromosome's dimision is less or equal zero in consructor!", 1);

register int i;
int dim = Dimision;

for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
Gene[i] = Random(min, max);

};
ostream &operator <<(ostream &out, const Chromosome &C)
{
out << " { ";

register int i;
int dim = C.Dimision;

for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
out << C.Gene[i] << " ";

out << "} ";

return out;
};
double &Chromosome::operator [](const int index)
{
Error((index >= Dimision)||(index < 0), "Exit out from chromosome's border!", 2);

return Gene[index];
};
double &Chromosome::operator [](const int index) const
{
Error((index >= Dimision)||(index < 0), "Exit out borders of chromosome!", 2);

return Gene[index];
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};
Chromosome &Chromosome::operator =(const Chromosome &C)
{
if (&C == this)

return *this;

Error(Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome in left side is not initialized!", 1);
Error(C.Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome in right side is not initialized!", 1);
Error(Dimision != C.Dimision, "Chromosomes has different dimisions!", 3);

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
Gene[i] = C.Gene[i];

return *this;
};
Chromosome &Chromosome::operator =(const double alpha)
{
Error(Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
Gene[i] = alpha;

return *this;
};
bool Chromosome::operator ==(const Chromosome &C)
{
Error(Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);
Error(C.Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);

if (Dimision != C.Dimision)
return 0;

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
if (Gene[i] != C.Gene[i])

return 0;

return 1;
};
bool Chromosome::operator !=(const Chromosome &C)
{
Error(Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);
Error(C.Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);

if (Dimision != C.Dimision)
return 1;
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register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
if (Gene[i] != C.Gene[i])

return 1;

return 0;
};
Chromosome Chromosome::operator +(const Chromosome &C)
{
Error(Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);
Error(Dimision != C.Dimision, "Chromosomes has different dimisions!", 3);

Chromosome temp(Dimision);

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
temp.Gene[i] = Gene[i] + C.Gene[i];

return temp;
};
Chromosome Chromosome::operator -(const Chromosome &C)
{
Error(Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);
Error(Dimision != C.Dimision, "Chromosomes has different dimisions!", 3);

Chromosome temp(Dimision);

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
temp[i] = Gene[i] - C.Gene[i];

return temp;
};
Chromosome Chromosome::operator +()
{
Error(Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);

return *this;
};
Chromosome Chromosome::operator -()
{
Error(Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);

Chromosome temp(Dimision);

register int i;

for(i=0; i<Dimision; i++)
temp.Gene[i] = -Gene[i];
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return temp;
};
Chromosome &Chromosome::operator +=(const Chromosome &C)
{
Error(Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);
Error(C.Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);

*this = *this + C;
return *this;
};
Chromosome &Chromosome::operator -=(const Chromosome &C)
{
Error(Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);
Error(C.Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);

*this = *this - C;
return *this;
};
Chromosome operator *(const Chromosome &A, const Chromosome &B)
{
Error(A.Dimision <= 0, "Left chromosome is not initialized!", 1);
Error(B.Dimision <= 0, "Right chromosome is not initialized!", 1);
Error(A.Dimision != B.Dimision, "Chromosomes has different dimisions!", 3);

Chromosome temp(A.Dimision);

register int i;
int dim = A.Dimision;

for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
temp.Gene[i] = A.Gene[i]*B.Gene[i];

return temp;
};
Chromosome operator *(const double alpha, const Chromosome &C)
{
Error(C.Dimision <= 0, "Chomosome is not initialized!", 1);

Chromosome temp(C.Dimision);

register int i;
int dim = C.Dimision;

for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
temp.Gene[i] = alpha*C.Gene[i];

return temp;
};
Chromosome operator /(const Chromosome &C, const double divisor)
{
Error(C.Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);
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Error(divisor == 0, "Division on zero!", 4);

return (1/divisor)*C;
};
Chromosome operator *(const Chromosome &C, const double alpha)
{
Error(C.Dimision <= 0, "Chomosome is not initialized!", 1);

return alpha*C;
};
void Crossover(const Chromosome &A, const Chromosome &B, Chromosome &C, Chromo-

some &D)
{
Error((A.Dimision != B.Dimision) || (C.Dimision != D.Dimision) || (A.Dimision !=

C.Dimision), "Chromosomes has different dimisions!", 3);

double alpha = Random();

C = alpha*A + (1-alpha)*B;
D = alpha*B + (1-alpha)*A;
};
void Mutation(const Chromosome &A, Chromosome &M, const double m_level)
{
Error(A.Dimision <= 0, "Chromosome is not initialized!", 1);
Error(A.Dimision != M.Dimision, "Chromosomes has different dimisions!", 3);

M = A;

int num = Random(A.Dimision);

double delta = Normal()/3;

if (delta > 1.0)
delta = 1.0;

if (delta < -1.0)
delta = -1.0;

if (delta > 0)
M.Gene[num] += delta*(A.B[num].Right - M.Gene[num])*m_level;

if (delta <= 0)
M.Gene[num] += delta*(M.Gene[num] - A.B[num].Left)*m_level;

};
double Norma(const Chromosome &C)
{
double norma = 0.0;
register int i;
int dim = C.GetDimision();

for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
{
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norma += C[i]*C[i];

}

return sqrt(norma);
};
double Delta(const Chromosome &C)
{
int dim = C.GetDimision();
register int i;
double result = 0.0;

for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
if (fabs(C[i])>result)

result = fabs(C[i]);

return result;
};
void fprintf(FILE *_File, Chromosome &C)
{
fprintf(_File, " { ");

register int i;
int dim = C.GetDimision();

for (i=0; i<dim; i++)
{

fprintf(_File, "%e", C[i]);
fprintf(_File, " ");

}

fprintf(_File, "} ");
};
void TestChromosome()
{
cout << endl << "Test Chromosome:" << endl << endl;

Chromosome A;
Chromosome B(3);
Chromosome C(B);

A.SetDimision(2);
B.SetDimision(2);

cout << "  A.Dimision = " << A.GetDimision() << endl;
cout << "  B.Dimision = " << B.GetDimision() << endl;
cout << "  C.Dimision = " << C.GetDimision() << endl;

A[0] = 2.0;
A[1] = -5;

cout << "  A[0] = " << A[0] << endl;
cout << "  A[1] = " << A[1] << endl;
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B.Randomize(0.0,1.0);
cout << "  B.Randomize(0,1)" << endl;

cout << "  A :" << A << endl;
cout << "  B :" << B << endl;

C.SetDimision(2);
C = A;
cout << "  C = A :" << C << endl;

cout << "  A == C : " << (A == C) << endl;
cout << "  A == B : " << (A == B) << endl;

cout << "  A != C : " << (A != C) << endl;
cout << "  A != B : " << (A != B) << endl;

cout << "  A + B =" << A + B << endl;
cout << "  A - B =" << A - B << endl;

cout << "  +A =" << +A << endl;
cout << " -A =" << -A << endl;

Chromosome D(2);
D = 1;

A += A;
B -= A;
cout << "  A += A :" << A << endl;
cout << "  B -= A :" << B << endl;

cout << "  D :" << D << endl;

cout << "  A * B =" << A * B << endl;
cout << "  2 * A =" << 2 * A << endl;
cout << "  B * -2.5 =" << B * -10 << endl;
cout << "  D/2 =" << D/2 << endl;

A.B.SetBorders(0,5);
cout << "  Borders of Chromosome A:";
cout << A.B;

A[0] = -1; A[1] = 1;
B[0] = 0; B[1] = 2;
C[0] = 3; C[1] = 0.1;

cout << "  new A :" << A << endl;
cout << "  new B :" << B << endl;
cout << "  new C :" << C << endl;

cout << " -A+2*(C-0.5*D)*A+A*B =" << -A+2*(C-0.5*D)*A+A*B << endl;

cout << "  Parent A :" << A << endl;
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cout << "  Parent B :" << B << endl;
Crossover(A,B, C,D);
cout << "  Crossover C :" << C << endl;
cout << "  Crossover D :" << D << endl;
Chromosome M(2);
Mutation(A, M, 1);
cout << "  Mutation A :" << M << endl << endl;

cout << "  Write Chromosome C to file ... ";
FILE *fp = fopen("ChromosomeFile.txt", "w");
fprintf(fp, C);
fclose(fp);
cout << "OK" << endl;

cin.get();
};
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//Implementation class member functions Particle

#include "Particle.h"

using namespace std;

Particle::Particle(const int InitDimision)
{
Error(InitDimision <= 0, "Particle's initial dimision is less or equal zero!", 1);

Dimision = InitDimision;
InitFlag = true;

Fitness = MAXFITNESS;
BestFitness = MAXFITNESS;

X.SetDimision(InitDimision);
Xbest.SetDimision(InitDimision);
};
Particle::Particle(const Particle &P)
{
Error(P.Dimision <= 0, "Particle's dimision is less or equal zero in consructor!", 1);

Dimision = P.Dimision;
InitFlag = true;

Fitness = P.Fitness;
BestFitness = P.BestFitness;

X = P.X;
Xbest = P.Xbest;
};
Particle::~Particle()
{
InitFlag = false;
};
void Particle::SetDimision(const int InitDimision)
{
Error(InitDimision <= 0, "Particle's set dimision is less or equal zero!", 1);

Dimision = InitDimision;
InitFlag = true;

Fitness = MAXFITNESS;
BestFitness = MAXFITNESS;

X.SetDimision(InitDimision);
Xbest.SetDimision(InitDimision);
};
ostream &operator <<(ostream &out, const Particle &P)
{
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out << "  Fitness = " << P.Fitness << endl;
out << "  BestFitness = " << P.BestFitness << endl;
out << "  X :" << P.X << endl;
out << "  Xbest :" << P.Xbest << endl;

return out;
};
Particle &Particle::operator =(const Particle &P)
{
if (&P == this)

return *this;

Error(Dimision <= 0, "Particle in left side is not initialized!", 1);
Error(P.Dimision <= 0, "Particle in right side is not initialized!", 1);
Error(Dimision != P.Dimision, "Particles has different dimisions!", 3);

Dimision = P.Dimision;

Fitness = P.Fitness;
BestFitness = P.BestFitness;

X = P.X;
Xbest = P.Xbest;

return *this;
};
void Crossover(const Particle &A, const Particle &B, Particle &C, Particle &D)
{
Crossover(A.X,B.X, C.X,D.X);
double BF = A.BestFitness;
Chromosome BX(A.GetDimision());
BX = A.Xbest;

if (B.BestFitness < BF)
{

BF = B.BestFitness;
BX = B.Xbest;

}

C.Xbest = C.X;  //BX;  //A.Xbest;
D.Xbest = D.X;  //BX;  //B.Xbest;
};

void MutationX(const Particle &A, Particle &M, const double m_level)
{
Mutation(A.X, M.X, m_level);
M.BestFitness = A.BestFitness;
M.Xbest = A.Xbest;
};
void fprintf(FILE *_File, Particle &P)
{
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fprintf(_File, "  Fitness = ");
fprintf(_File, "%f", P.Fitness);
fprintf(_File, "\n");

fprintf(_File, "  BestFitness = ");
fprintf(_File, "%f", P.BestFitness);
fprintf(_File, "\n");

fprintf(_File, "  X :");
fprintf(_File, P.X);
fprintf(_File, "\n");

fprintf(_File, "  Xbest :");
fprintf(_File, P.Xbest);
fprintf(_File, "\n");
};
void TestParticle()
{
cout << endl << "Test Particle:" << endl << endl;

Particle A;
A.SetDimision(3);
Particle B(2);

A.X.Randomize(0,10);
A.SetFitness(100);
A.SetBestFitness(100);
cout << "  A.SetFitness(100)" << endl;
cout << "  A.SetBestFitness(100)" << endl;
A.Xbest = A.X;

Particle C(3);
C.X.Randomize(0,1);

cout << endl << " A:" << endl;
cout << A;

cout << "  A.Dimision = " << A.GetDimision() << endl;

cout << endl << "  C :" << endl << C;

Particle CR1(3);
Particle CR2(3);

Crossover(A,C, CR1, CR2);

cout << endl << "  Crossover CR1 :" << CR1;
cout << endl << "  Crossover CR2 :" << CR2;

Particle MX;
MX.SetDimision(3);
Particle MV(3);
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MutationX(A, MX, 1);

cout << endl << "  Mutation AMX : " << MX;
cin.get();
};
// Implementation class member functions Swarm

#include "Swarm.h"
#include "math.h"

using namespace std;

FILE *rf;

Swarm::Swarm(const int InitSize, const int InitDimision)
{
Error(InitSize <= 0, "Swarm's initial Size is less or equal zero!", 1);
Error(InitDimision <= 0, "Swarm's initial Dimision is less or equal zero!", 1);

Size = InitSize;
Dimision = InitDimision;
InitFlag = true;

P = new Particle [InitSize];

colFitness = MAXFITNESS;
colXbest.SetDimision(InitDimision);

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Size; i++)
{

P[i].SetDimision(InitDimision);
}

m_level = 1.0;
};
Swarm::Swarm(const Swarm &S)
{
Error(S.Size <= 0, "Swarm is not initialized!", 1);
Error(S.Dimision <= 0, "Swarm's Dimision is not initialized!", 1);

Size = S.Size;
Dimision = S.Dimision;
InitFlag = S.InitFlag;

P = new Particle [Size];

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Size; i++)
{
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P[i].SetDimision(Dimision);
P[i] = S.P[i];

}

//********************************

colFitness = S.colFitness;

colXbest.SetDimision(Dimision);
colXbest = S.colXbest;
};
Swarm::~Swarm()
{
if (InitFlag == true)

delete [] P;

InitFlag = false;
};
void Swarm::Init(double (*Function)(Chromosome &C), const SwarmInit &_SI, const Border

&_BX)
{
InitRandom();

f = Function;

SI = _SI;

register int i;

for (i=0; i<Size; i++)
{

P[i].X.B = _BX;
}

register int j;

// random assignment permissible positions of the particles in the search space

for (i=0; i<Size; i++)
{

for (j=0; j<Dimision; j++)
{

P[i].X[j] = Random(P[i].X.B[j].Left, P[i].X.B[j].Right);
}

}

// appointment of local best parameters equal starting

for (i=0; i<Size; i++)
{

P[i].SetFitness(f(P[i].X));
P[i].SetBestFitness(P[i].GetFitness());
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P[i].Xbest = P[i].X;

}

// determining the best parameters of the whole swarm

for (i=0; i<Size; i++)
if (P[i].GetBestFitness() < colFitness)
{

colFitness = P[i].GetBestFitness();
colXbest = P[i].Xbest;

}
};
int CompareParticles(const void *a, const void *b)
{
Particle *A = (Particle *)a;
Particle *B = (Particle *)b;

if (A->GetBestFitness() > B->GetBestFitness()) return 1;
if (A->GetBestFitness() < B->GetBestFitness()) return -1;

return 0;
};
void Swarm::Sort()
{
qsort(P, Size, sizeof(Particle), CompareParticles);
};
void Swarm::NextGA(const int steps, const int step)
{
// Selection of the best bits

Sort();

// Birth descendants

int start = SI.parents;
int finish = start + SI.crossovers;

int p1;
int p2;

register int i;

i = start;

while (i<finish)
{

p1 = Random(SI.parents);
p2 = Random(SI.parents);

Crossover(P[p1],P[p2], P[i],P[i+1]);

P[i].SetBestFitness(f(P[i].X));
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P[i+1].SetBestFitness(f(P[i+1].X));

i += 2;
}

m_level = 1.0 - step/steps; // mutations over time the level drops

// Formation X-mutants

start = SI.parents + SI.crossovers;
finish = start + SI.xmutants;

i = start;

while (i<finish)
{

p1 = Random(SI.parents);
MutationX(P[p1], P[i], m_level);
++i;

}

// calculating a new fitness for crossovers and mutants

for (i=SI.parents; i<Size; i++)
{

P[i].SetFitness(f(P[i].X));
}

// Update the best local fitness

for (i=SI.parents; i<Size; i++)
{

if (P[i].GetFitness() < P[i].GetBestFitness())
{

P[i].SetBestFitness(P[i].GetFitness());
P[i].Xbest = P[i].X;

}
}

// Update the global population fitness
for (i=SI.parents; i<Size; i++)
{

if (P[i].GetBestFitness() < colFitness)
{

colFitness = P[i].GetBestFitness();
colXbest = P[i].Xbest;

};
}

};
ostream &operator <<(ostream &out, const Swarm &S)
{
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out << endl;
register int i;
int size = S.Size;

for (i=0; i<size; i++)
{

cout << "P[" << i << "]:" << endl << S.P[i];
}

out << "colFitness = " << S.colFitness << endl;
out << "colXbest :" << S.colXbest << endl << endl;

return out;
};

void fprintf(FILE* fp, Swarm &S)
{
register int i;
int size = S.Size;

for (i=0; i<size; i++)
{

fprintf(fp, "\nP[");
fprintf(fp, "%i", i);
fprintf(fp, "]:\n");
fprintf(fp, S.P[i]);

}
}


